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ABSTRACT

Spiritual Formation

and Entire Sanctification: The Denver

City Model

by
Charles Lee Self
The concept of spiritual formation has been

Christian church for centuries.

a

key element

in the

Spiritual formation concepts which have

developed within the Roman Catholic tradition, recently

have filtered into the

Protestant tradition. Some churches within the Protestant tradition

beginning to explore
last twenty years

been

are

these concepts. The Church of the Nazarene has in the

began research into this

field.

The cardinal doctrine of the Church of the Nazarene is entire

sanctification, which has it roots in the teachings of John Wesley. The
Church of the Nazarene
revivalistic
utilize

was

founded upon holiness

preaching of this doctrine.

as

taught within the

or

the

The purpose of this dissertation

spiritual formation concepts to elucidate the

sanctification

evangelism

was

to

doctrine of entire

Church of the Nazarene.

It

lays

a

foundation to understand the concepts of spiritual formation and entire
sanctification.
A

spiritual formation program was developed, implemented,

evaluated at the Church of the Nazarene in Denver
was

implemented in the

fall of 1991,

City,

and

Texas. The program

utilizing a model suggested by John

Wesley's methodology of the United Soceities and bands. The model

triangulates spiritual formation concepts witliin key
Sunday School, congregational worship, and small
evaluated

by

a case

study methodology based

on

areas

of the church:

groups. This model

was

personal observations. The

strengths and weaknesses of the model and methodology

are

highlighted.
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Self 1
CHAPTER 1

Overview of the

Study

The doctrine of entire sanctification has been called the "central idea
of Christianity"

(Peck Central

Idea

5).

Entire

sanctification,

doctrine of the Church of the Nazarene, is the focus of this

concept of spiritual formation is

new

a

cardinal

project.

The

to the Church of the Nazarene. This

project used spiritual formation concepts

to elucidate the doctrine of entire

sanctification.
How does the concept of spiritual formation inform and relate to the

doctrine of entire sanctification? The Denver
answer

that

question in the

The Denver

dissertation

project.

City project attempted to

context of the local church

City Church of the Nazarene
The author of this

was

chosen for the

project is currently serving this

church. The church board gave its consent to the
the author in

setting.

local

project and worked with

designing the project.
Introduction to the Problem

The doctrine of entire sanctification is

only

one

of the cardinal doctrines not

of the Church of the Nazarene, but also witliin the entire

Wesleyan

tradition. The different branches of Wesleyanism understand and teach the
doctrine in various ways.

experience"

or

"growth

in

Often,

one

aspect of the doctrine, either the "crisis

grace" has been emphasized

more

The Church of the Nazarene understands that the

known

as

entire sanctification

comes

second work of grace ^Manual

30).

than the other.

gift of God's

through a "crisis experience"

This

experience

is

as a

wrought

instantaneously by faith, preceded by entire consecration,

and witnessed to

by the Holy Spirit (30). The Nazarene Church emphasizes entire
sanctification attainable "now

grace

by simple faith" (Grider 15).

Self 2

recognized and taught by the

The concept of "growth in grace" is
Nazarene Church. Grace
a

precedes

and permeates the

moment in time when entire sanctification becomes

Several holiness writers have
when

the term

they use

not teach

a

a

gradual
in

"growth

or

experience,
a

reality in

but there is

one's life.

progressive sanctification

in mind

grace." The Church of the Nazarene does

gradual cleansing of original

sin but

a

radical instantaneous

cleansing (91).
Another

tendency focuses

on

"empowerment for Christlike living"

opposed to "perfect love" Entire sanctification is

enabling one to
God not

live

a

Christ-like life

only demands hohness

an

Some teachers focus

of the

into holiness

Entire sanctification is also known
not

a

natural human love, but

hearts

thy mind,

12:30
as

holy love

467).

the

empowering work

Positive Holiness

84).

"perfect love." Perfect love

is

created and shed abroad in human

by the Holy Spirit (Wiley 445). Scripturally described: "And thou

shall love the
all

a

on

(Abraham

as

2:

life, but makes real the

possibility for every believer.
Holy Spirit shaping one

empowering grace,

(Wiley Christian Theology vol.

of heart and

as

Lord, thy God, with all thy heart, and with all thy soul, and with

and with all

thy strength: this is the first commandment" (Mark

One should not contrast the

KJV).

opposed to

the

perfecting love

empowering work

of the

in the heart.

Ministers within the Church of the Nazarene have certain

placed upon them.
grace within their

trained to teach

parishioners

Holy Spirit

Nazarene ministers

are

to have

expectations

experienced this

work of

life, modeling the lifestyle of holiness. One should be

clearly

and

effectively the doctrine, challenging the

to enter into this second work of God's grace.
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Because of various

is

conflicting concepts

imperative that the Nazarene

minister find

his/her church. Besides these various

denominations,

a

a

of this doctrine
way to

being taught, it

clarify the doctrine for

interpretations given by other

"pop theology" infiltrates

concept is that "entire sanctification" is

a

many churches. One such

panacea for the

spiritual

life

(Grider

100).
Many good teaching series which
sanctification could be used in

develop

and

implement

of spiritual formation to
into this

experience

Spiritual

a

a

local

are

available

on

setting. However,

the doctrine of entire
the

program within the local church

challenge

is to

using the principles

help the parishioners understand and

strive to enter

of grace.

formation is

a

concept that has spread throughout the

Wesleyan tradition within the last twenty years. Seminaries, churches,
groups and individuals have

begun studies

Church of the Nazarene has also

on

"spiritual formation"

small

The

begun serious studies into this field. Rueben

Welch, Morris Weigelt, Neil Wiseman, and Dee Freeborn,

Nazarene

scholars, have pioneered these studies within the Nazarene Church.
Are there

principles

of "spiritual formation" that will shed

doctrine of entire sanctification? Is

"spiritual formation" just

euphemism for the concept of holiness
formation"

a

way of achieving holiness

"spiritual formation" principles

or

growth in grace?

light

the

another

Is

"spiritual

through spiritual exercises?

be used to further the

on

understanding

How

can

and

practice of "entire sanctification"? Several sub-problems needed to be dealt
with to

help

our

First Sub

focused

on

understanding.
problem: Developing a "spiritual formation"

the doctrine of entire sanctification. The term

program that

"spiritual
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formation" itself was
needed to

help

to the local church. Some foundational work

new

the local church understand the

formation" and how to relate those

principles

was

of "spiritual

principles to the doctrine of entire

sanctification.

Second Sub

sanctification has
Are there any

assumptions

problem: Understanding how the

traditionally been taught within the

doctrine of entire
Church of the Nazarene.

specific Wesleyan distinctives of the doctrine?

of the doctrine

occurred within the

are

held

by the

What

local church? What

teaching and preaching of the doctrine?

theological/historical development of the doctrine sought to

changes

have

A

address these

questions.
Third Sub
A

problem: Implementing the program into the

Congregational Reflection Group (CRG) consisting of the

was

used to

needed to

help develop

lay

Subsequently,
Sunday

a

and

foundation to

the

help them understand the nature

voluntary

observations. What affect

was a

teaching

Which

teaching values

can

for

Likert scale and

change?

project.

through the

evaluating

personal

How many

of grace within the parameters of the

of this doctrine affect the

did the

or

was

morning worship.

theologically did the program provide?

understanding of the doctrine improve

receiving the experience

of the

doctrine

problem: Appropriating an effective means

the program. The method of evaluation

the

groups, and

setting.

church board

Some work

project triangulated the teaching of the

School quarter, small

Fourth Sub

implement the program.

local

How did

professed

project?

How

general atmosphere of the church?

be used in other

settings?
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Methodoloey of the Study
The Denver

City

model utilized

observations. The method
sanctification in

worship, the teaching of two

Teaching through

areas

well

as

different aspects and

The services

instructional. The

styles

of holiness

message. Invitations for the

revivalistic

sermons

designed

to be

(appendix A) focused

on

were

use

any

a

prescribed

given following each

experience of sanctification were

also

given at

sermons.

One week of the
on

were

together for

teaching. Worship services followed

liturgical formats. Evangelistic invitations

focused

smaller groups

Nazarene churches tend not to

free-flowing style.

the end of some

homogeneous units.

Worship

corporate worship experiences.
as

doctrine of entire

adult classes, and the formation

constituted small

worship services united all of the

inspirational

study method with personal

triangulated the teaching of the

of small groups. Each of these

The

a case

project included revival

services. These services

teaching entire sanctification through holiness evangelism
measures.

Rev. Leonard

Church of the Nazarene,

was

the

Wells,

a

or

registered evangelist within the

designated evangelist.

Teaching through Sunday School

Sunday
They

schools have been the main

also have

traditionally been the evangeUstic

first introduction to the Church and its

Sunday school.

through worship.
sanctification

teaching arm of the

In

some cases

arm

of the church. One's

teachings usually

comes

through the

for adults one's fu"st exposure to the church is

Two adult classes

taught the doctrine of entire

during the parameters of this project. One class

traditional revivalistic

local church.

approach to teaching the

used the

doctrine. The other class

Self 6

utilized
be

a

relational

These

approach to teaching.

approaches to teaching will

explained in chapter 4.
A

spiritual formation bookshelf was

understanding of spiritual formation
contained books from the holiness

added to enhance one's

and entire sanctification. The bookshelf

tradition, spiritual formation tradition and

personal devotional aids. Christian spiritual classics

were

featured within the

bookshelf for the edification of the readers.

Teaching through Small Groups
The third level of teaching
groups aid in
groups

give

was

through

small groups.

understanding the experiential aspects
of exploration into the

an avenue

experiential base. The

small groups

Discipleship

of the doctrine. These

teaching of the

doctrine from

challenged the laity to new

an

levels of

faith.

Allan
out of the

Coppedge

experience

exist just to do

states:

of the

"Today's rising interest in discipleship

evangelical church as it discovers

evangelism and provide worship

14). Discipleship

groups have been used

teach the church. The parameters of the
formation of those groups
weakness in the

were on a

for believers"

effectively from

study used

it

grows

can no

longer

(Coppedge

biblical times to

small groups, the

voluntary basis. This proved to be

project parameters. The design and evaluation of the

a

groups

will be discussed later.

Overview of the Chapters

Chapter One is the introduction to the problem and

scopes the

parameters of the study.

Chapter Two is

the Biblical/Historical

sanctification. It focuses

on

study of the doctrine

of entire

defining the doctrine and seeing how entire

Self?
sanctification has been

taught in the Christian Church. The

influence of John

Wesley is highlighted.
Chapter Three explores
development. Seeing how

the

the

disciplines

teaching of entire sanctification
"spiritual formation"
possible model

and this

be used to aid in

for the

of "spiritual formation" and faith

disciplines

of "spiritual formation" inform the

teaching entire

spiritual formation project

Chapter Four explores the history of the
the impact of the "Holiness Revival"
Nazarene distinctives used in
were

Can the

project.

on

principles

of

sanctification? One

is introduced.

Church of the Nazarene and

the birth of the Nazarene Church.

teaching the

doctrine of entire sanctification

highlighted.
Chapter Five explains the design of the project within the
The

setting.

project was designed around three

morning worship

and small

understanding the
Chapter
used to

study

groups. A

areas, the

sociological

context of the local church

Six evaluates the results of the

local

Sunday School,
survey

helped

the

in

setting.

project.

A Likert scale

was

analyze the results. Suggestions for teaching the doctrine will be

drawn fi-om the results of the
holiness

project.

One of the results looks at the effect of

teaching and preaching on the lives of the parishioners.

be the most difficult item to judge. The official
Nazarene states that this is

a

was

to

of the Church of the

second work of grace that should be

experienced.

The element of persuasion

minimized

overlooked.

or

position

This

or

holiness

evangehsm

should not be

Self 8

CHAPTER 2

Theological
The

and Historical foundations for Holiness

underlying task of ministers

their church. Pastors
and

theory

requires

an

to

are

bridge

is to make

embodiment of the message. If one is to

spiritual

formation

widely recognized for his

as

well

as

or

experienced personally.

Wesley, making him

teaching the

contribution to

experiential religion, yet
message

one

Wesley? What
that

can

give

are

it

stress

on an

as

the "Grand

only a cardinal

Wesleyan tradition

Depositum

assumptions

be used that will validate both
often

doctrine of

as a

whole.

of Methodism."

the theoretical foundations of the

are some

Theology is

Wesley is

doctrine.

(Lindstrom 1).

Wesley referred to
13). What

excellent

cannot overlook the theoretical foundations of

the Church of the Nazarene, but also of the

Grider

an

( qtd. by

theology of John

of the doctrine? Is there

a

hermeneutic

theology and Christian life?

painted with broad strokes, making it necessary to

clear doctrinal definition. What is entire sanctification? What terms

used to define it?

theology.
holiness

Defining the doctrine

for oneself helps to

embody the

An abundance of definitions have been used to define Christian

or

No

practical theology rather than

The doctrine of entire sanctification is not

John

it

embody the theology of

systematic theology. Furthermore, Wesley places great

Wesley's

experience,

practice. This requires more than finely honed preaching skills;

has achieved this any better than John

model for

"come alive" for

the gap between doctrine and

the message, it must be understood first hand,
one

theology

Teaching

entire sanctification.

are

Self 9

Defining Entire Sanctification.
H. Orton

Wiley's

Wesleyan theological
is

a

Christian Theology, has been

texts for many years. As

a

one

of the standard

Nazarene

theologian, Wiley

good beginning point in defining this doctrine. Wiley declared,
"Christian perfection, or entire sanctification are terms used to express
the fulbiess of salvation fi"om sin, or the completeness of the Christian
life. Entire sanctification has been defined as a comprehensive word that
bridges the chasm between hell and heaven, sin and holiness, guilt and
glorification. To understand the spiritual significance of this work of
grace it must be experienced, for spiritual things can be known only by
experience" (Wiley 2: 440).
Other Definitions include:
"Entire sanctification is the act of God that makes Christians

completely

His. God

Spirit who

in turn

destroys

helps

the sinful nature in Christians

them to hve in

a

way that

the power of sin in their lives and makes them
Donald

Dayton

by which the human heart

states:

pleases

through

God. He

the

Holy

destroys

truly holy" (Truesdale 89).

"Entire Sanctification is the act of God

is cleansed from all sin and filled with love

Holy Spirit who is given through faith,

to the

by the

fiilly consecrated believer" (

Contemporary Wesleyan Theology 521).
"It is called holiness,

of God,
(Italics

and

are

of Christ,

and

original authors)

participation

sanctification, purity, perfection, fullness

of the Holy Ghost,
What is meant

and full

offaith.

by these expressions is, that

of the Divine nature which excludes all

inbred sin from the heart, and fills it with

assurance

original depravity

perfect love

to God and

or

man-perfect

love, the unction of the Holy one, and the baptism of the Holy Ghost" (Binney

128).
"When used in

a

general

sense, the word 'holiness' includes whatever is

connected with the Christian life and character. Thus

interpreted,

it may be

Self 10

applied to
a more

all stages of religious life and

definite

sense

sort of supplemental

to describe

experience

But the term is used in

distinct from justification�a

conversion, in which there is eliminated from the soul all

the sinful elements which do not

elements of holiness

an

development.

belong to it, everything antagonistic

implanted in regeneration.

of the soul from inbred

sin,

so

It includes the full

that it becomes pure

or

to the

cleansing

free from sinful

tendency" (Cook 7-8).
"Entire sanctification is

cleansing from Adamic sin,
may

an

defined

as an

instantaneous

empowerment, which Christian believers

receive, by faith, through the baptism with the Holy Spirit" (Grider 11).
John

Wesley
"The

This

and

essentially

defined it

as:

loving God with all

our

heart, mind, soul, and sfrength.

implies that no wrong temper, none confrary to love, remains

and that all the

thoughts, words,
pure love

Scripture perfection is,

and actions

come

and then

up to it"

no

This doctrine is

anything more

wonder, that

( Wesley's
a

governed by pure

soul;

love

filling the heart, and governing all words

and actions. If your idea includes

scriptural:

are

in the

Works XI

a

or

anything else,

it is not

scripturally perfect Christian does

not

401).

part of the "Articles of Faith" in the Church of the

Nazarene. The doctrine is: Article X. Entire Sanctification.
"We believe that entire sanctification is that act of God,

subsequent to
regeneration, by which believers are made free from original sin, or
xiepravity, and brought into a state of entire devotement to God, and holy
obedience of love made perfect.
It is wrought by the baptism with the Holy Spirit, and
comprehends in one experience the cleansing of the heart from sin and the
abiding, indwelling presence of the Holy Spirit, empowering the behever
for life and service.
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Entire sanctification is

provided by the blood of Jesus, is wrought
instantaneously by faith, preceded by entire consecration; and to this
work and state of grace the Holy Spirit bears witness.
This experience is also known by various terms representing its
different phases, such as "Christian perfection," "perfect love," "heart
purity," "the baptism with the Holy Spirit," the fiiUness of the blessing,"
"

and "Christian holiness."
We believe that there is

a

marked distinction between

mature character. The former is obtained in

pure heart and
the result of

a

instant,
entire sanctification; the latter is the result of growth in grace.
a

an

We believe that the grace of entire sanctification includes the impulse
to grow in grace. However, this impulse must be consciously nurtured,

and careful attention

given to the requisites and processes of spiritual
development and improvement in Christlikeness of character and
personality Without such purposeful endeavor one's witness may be
impaired and the grace itself finstrated and ultimately lost" (Maimal 34).
These
Several
is

a

sins

sampling of the various

key elements

work,

entire

are a

or

purifies

act of divine grace,

forgiven

the heart in

one

inbred /

to live

a

power of the

life of holiness

maturity, but purity,

obtained

original

by

sin. Actual

a

or

Holy Spirit.

This

Christlikeness before God.

purity of heart which will

lead to

ability for spiritual growth.

Some tensions

doctrine. How

are

can one

inherent within the Nazarene

say it is

the act of total consecration

sanctification is received
believer

eradicating

or

love, through the

Sanctification is not
enhanced

experienced by the believer,

and cleansed in the first work of grace. Entire sanctification

experience enables

an

stand out within these definitions: Entire sanctification

consecration, excluding

are

definitions of entire sanctification.

yielding

a

as a

understanding

work of unmerited grace and yet it

condition for its

by faith.

of this

requires

reception? Entire

The word consecration refers to the

himselflierself totally to

God,

set

apart for Gods

use.
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Consecration is
Grider

opening up

one's self to the

possibilities of God's

grace

(

115).

Another claim is instantaneous
tension is often

seen as

versus

gradual sanctification.

the difference between the revivalistic and relational

theories of sanctification. These theories will be discussed

Chapter Four.

This

fiiUy

more

in

Both process and crisis exist within entire sanctification.

Purkiser in Conflicting

Concepts of Holiness observes,
"Entire sanctification, as understood by holiness people, does not admit
of degrees. It is as perfect and complete in its kind as the work of
regeneration and justification is perfect and complete in its kind. This
does not mean that there is no growth in grace both before and after
sanctification. What it does mean is that sanctification, as an act of God,
is instantaneous and not produced by growth or self-discipline or the
progressive control of the carnal nature" (Purkiser 23-24).
One other

actual sin and

condition
John

that needs to be observed is the differences between

area

original

(Wiley

2:

sin. Sin exists

86).

as

both

an

act and

as a

The acts of sin may be defined in several ways.

Wesley's definition of sin is widely accepted within

tradition.

Wesley defines

law of God"

state or

sin

as:

"a

the

Wesleyan

voluntary transgression against a known

(86). Likewise the Westminster Shorter Catechism

comparatively

defines sin

the law of God"

(87).

as:

"any want of conformity to,

Other Christian tradittions

or

transgression of,

widely accept the

Westminster definition.
Sin also exists

inherited

as a

state of the heart. As

a

state, sin is

depravity of mankind stemming from the

seen as

fall of Adam

the

(Wiley 2:

97).

original sin as:
"We believe that original sin, or depravity, is that corruption of the
nature of all the offspring of Adam by reason of wliich everyone is very
far gone from original righteousness or the pure state of our first parents
The Church of the Nazarene defmes
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at the time of their

creation, is

averse

to

God, is without spiritual life, and

inclined to evil, and that continually We further believe that original sin
continues to exist with the new life of the regenerate, until eradicated by
the baptism with the Holy Spirit. We believe that original sin differs from
actual sin in that it constitutes

propensity to actual sin for
which no one is accountable until its divinely provided remedy is
neglected or rejected" (Manual 30-31).
an

inherited

The existence of these tensions within the

apparently

causes

much of the

sanctification. One must

theological tradition
of the doctrine of entire

misunderstanding

define the doctrine to

carefully

overcome

these

tensions.

Wesley defined his

Experience,

both

personal

doctrine based

been

lengths

to

Wesley,

All those who have

cautious

as

as

experience

and that of the Christian

considered authoritative for

(Lindstrom 5).

on

but the final

and God's Word.

fellowship,

authority was

interpreted Wesley's

was

the Bible.

doctrine have not

Wesley to stay scripturally based. Wesley went

keep the doctrine

as

close to

scripture

as

but

was

rooted in the

as

authority

Luther rediscovered the doctrine of 'justification
Based

those who

on

the definitions of this grace what

preach this experience?

What

are

a

of God's Word.

he rediscovered it in much the

Wesley did not invent this doctrine,

great

possible (5). Keeping

scripturally based Wesley demonstrated that this doctrine was not

theological provincialism,

to

same

way

by faith" (Grider 11).

are some

the elements

assumptions
or

of

stages of the

experience?
Entire sanctification is
wliich in turn is

a

a

part of the larger doctrine of sanctification,

part of the doctrine of salvation. Greathouse says:

"Salvation is the whole work of God directed toward

estate"

restoring man to his lost

(Greathouse and Dunning 75). Initial sanctification begins the

moment

one

accepts Jesus Christ

as

Savior and Lord

by faith (Purkiser God.
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Man and Salvation

The attempt is to

458).

Christians to better miderstand the
to

narrow

teaching.

the defmition to enable

An abundance of terms

used

are

describe the doctrine. If we want the doctrine to be understood,

terminology is

of the utmost

importance.

Terms must be understood

in mind that

they may not be

the

should not let others define the

ing and communication
though,

by both the speaker and the hearer, bearing

same

terms

for the hearer

as

for them. More

for the

speaker.

definitely, understand

of scriptural holiness is the present need

many terms and

concepts

are

One

weighted with centuries

Even

of theological

tradition, yet each generation would find learning the words and concepts
worthwhile

are

(Chapman Terminologv 23).

Speaking of the stages of entire sanctification would be quite
appropriate. Several writers
doctrine
a

marking the

and

terminology of stages to explain the

the

(Lindstrom 113). Wiley

gradual approach

says that each of these stages is marked

instantaneous consummation in

an

full scope of sanctification

Sanctification
man.

use

(Wiley

2:

479).

Prevenient grace is the work of God's grace

grace is "the

preliminary

persons to

see

state of grace"

Wesleyans believe that people

as

it respects the

grace within

through the Holy Spirit to

their need for God. This

convicting

(Wiley 2: 334-336).

are

totally depraved.

inability necessitates the need for prevenient
considered mercy;

experience,

begins with the operation of prevenient

bring conviction drawing

by

grace.

impotent,

it is

This moral

Wiley states;

"It may be

enabling power" (Wiley

2:

347). Prevenient grace enables fallen man to respond in faith. Subsequently,
apart from this grace it would
Calvinist view is that

impossible;

mans

not be

possible

depravity is

so

for

man

to

respond.

The

complete that a moral response is

therefore God's grace must be irresistible. The

Wesleyan-
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Armiiiian view is that every aspect of salvation is

difference between the

Wesleyan view and the

God's grace and man's will. The
free will of individuals, thus

Spirit will not force
saved

development to the

a

or

a

a

respond

birth," the

those who

are

stage of spiritual

Salvation"

a

485).

God

life of sin and

requires all

turning

one's

being

in

with the moment of

initial sanctification. "Initial sanctification
"new

are

Holy

is that of repentance and

(Shelton 498). Concomitant

simultaneously with the

of

cooperation with the

at every

(Shelton "Initial

turning toward

synergism

resistible choice. The

turning away from

God. This

obedience to His will

Calvinistic is the

works in

spiritual development

Repentance is

forgiving

conversion

grace

result of God's grace. The

accept God's will. Christians

offer of grace

The next stage in

toward

making

The human will must

by grace.

conversion.

to

man

Holy Spirit

a

occurs

moment of conversion to the holiness

pattern of life" (Knight Holiness Pilgrimage 37).

Repentance should
leads

to

not be mistaken with consecration.

saving faith which

causes

justification (Wiley

Consecration leads to entire sanctification
the believer

yielding themselves totally to

At the moment of conversion

one

(Wiley
God

2:

2:

Repentance

364).

467). Consecration is

(Grider 115).

becomes justified. Justification has

reference to the whole work of Christ done for us; sanctification, is the work
done within
seen as a

us

(Wiley

relative

sanctification is

2:

change

470).

Justification within the Nazarene Church is

in relation from condemnation to

seen as an

inward

change from

favor;

sin to holiness

Justification, regeneration, adoption and initial sanctification
in

personal experience, they

grace

(Wiley

2:

420).

occur

at tlie same time

as

(470).

are

concomitant

the first work of God's
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Entire sanctification is

regeneration

a

definite work of God's grace

in one's life. A "second" work of grace for those who

believers. Before this work of grace there is
that

cuhninating in a

crisis

experience.

a

progressive growth

Present

during this

hunger or conviction of need for the personal quest
Holiness Teaching Todav 17). In
God

gives this

grace to

man

the work is

as an assurance

Wesley first

in

a

completed (Harper 17).

testimony of the Spirit is

What

the

(Wiley

2:

in grace
a

growing

(Harper

an

witaess of the

faith,

Holy Spirit

One should note that

Spirit with justification. Wesley
inward

God: that Jesus Christ hath loved me, and
blotted out"

after holiness

conjunction with the

whereby the Spirit of God directly witaesses to

are

time is

are

moment of fiiU consecration and

associated the witness of the

held that "the

my sins

subsequent to

impression

my

spirit that

on

I

the soul,

am

given Himself for me;

the child of

and that all

434).

assumptions

of Holiness

teaching? Many preachers

interpret the

doctrine of holiness

differently.

Even

assumptions

that

are

can

assumption is

the warp and woof of the

scriptures testifies that
in God's

image

as

in one;

was

as was

as

It is

The theme of the

perfection of man.

Dei in the fall. John

Man

was

created

Wesley viewed the

righteousness:

in Christ Jesus.

springing fi-om,

father and

several basic

thoroughly Biblical.

scriptures (Turner Vision 1).

God desires the

love and

"Righteousness
which

are

of Entire Sanctification

that this doctrine is

image, and lost that Imago

of God

there

be drawn from the above.

Assumptions of the Doctrine
The first

so

observed

before, is the image of God, the mind

Righteousness

well

as

is every

terminating in,

holy and heavenly temper

the love of God,

as our

Redeemer, and the love of all men for His sake" (Works

V

267).
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The

plan of salvation explains God's plan for the restoration of lost

humanity, and the restoration of the lost image of God within man. This
restoration includes the
sanctification to be

essence

grace is

an

an

attribute of God's

within holiness circles.
among holiness

Man is

by

a

make

us.

of all God's moral

being. God's holiness

a

The

sinner, totally depraved without

truly holy

work of Gods grace. Grace is
to how God views

Christians

term in which it is

are

us.

or

any inherent

righteous,

To justify

to the believer.

emphasis

human heart

in

means

"to declare

seen as a

Wesleyans believe

Wesleyan thought is

or

imputed.

to what God does

on

as

or

forensic

that the

imputed to

genuine changes

by fransforming grace, whether in the

sanctification,

Spirit" (Dayton 564).

righteousness

not just

imparted to man,

"Impart" refers

justified by faith.

"imputed"

"The

the crisis of entire
tiie

debate

then it must be

righteousness caused by Christ's death is imparted as well

wrought in the

on

long been held

Recently this concept has caused considerable

If man is to become

(456).

emphasis

the agent of sanctification has

as

While

part of man's nature, but is

righteous" (Purkiser GMS 456). Justification may be

believers

is absolute and

theologians (Grider 59-80).

a

"Impute" refers
within

sum

through the baptism of the Holy Spirit.

baptism of the Holy Spirit

caused

the

perfect standard of right and wrong (Harper 229).

derived from God

(Barker 19).

that apart from

(Dayton Entire Sanctification 523).

holiness in God is absolute, holiness is not

the

109). The scriptures

spiritual perfection

assumption is that holiness,

characteristics, is
the

moral and

demand

impossible

A second

provides

a

Wesley understood

Theology of Love

(Wynkoop

contain the call of God for

of what John

new

birth,

the process of growth in grace and life in
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A third

assumption would be that this work of grace follows

regeneration. The question has been asked, "Why two works of grace?" The
reason

is because of the nature of sin

of the doctrine of entire sanctification
The doctrine of sin itself is

traditions differ

broad

a

(Metz Studies

(Grider 131).
a

To

gain

an

understanding

proper definition of sin is necessary.

subject upon which various theological

in Biblical Holiness

Wesleyans view sin as being twofold,

as a

52).

state and

a

There is the "Adamic Sin," sometimes called the "old man,"

act
or

(Metz 80).

"the carnal

nature" This sin nature resulted from the fall of Adam and Eve in the Garden
of Eden

(Gen. 3). Sin is

fellowship
that has

that which caused the

of the

separation

with God. Charles Carter likened this sin to

an

race

from

"infectious

plague"

spread to all the human race (Carter "Hamartiology" 254). The

second type of sin is the act of sin committed
be defined

as a

by each individual. These

voluntary fransgression of a known law of God by

a

may

morally

responsible agent (Metz 78).
In justification, God's first work of grace, the believer is

right relationship

with God.

of sin and justified

Consequently,

righteousness has been the

is

imputed

sinner is

forgiven

"Initial Salvation"

imputed as well

of the acts of sin

as

Entire Sanctification,

heart from the "Adamic

or

a

493). Wesleyans believe

imparted (Wiley

by justification,

of the nature of sin, which leads to the next

use

of the acts

center of debate for centuries about whether it

imparted (Shelton

that justification is

acquitted

2:

386).

While the

there is still the

assumption.

second work of grace cleanses and

carnal nature."

problem

purifies the

Many earlier evangelists tended

to

the term "eradicate" the carnal nature. The usage of this term has been

disputed on the

a

by the death and resurrection of Christ. This justification

or

or

the sinner is

brought into

basis that it is not Biblical. While the term itself may not be
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Biblical, the idea is conveyed in the Scriptures through terms such

as

"destroy," "crucify," and "purge" (Chapman 66).
Thomas Cook defmed this

purity of heart

as:

"that which is undefiled,
the removal of

untainted, free from evil stains without earthly alloy

fellowship with

whatever God could not admit to His immediate presence and

Himself, in other words, the abolition of sin itself (Cook 33). Lindstrom
says that this

purity for Wesley was

All the motions of one's heart

intention is to live to

are

the

devoting,

in full

not

a

harmony with God's will and their

to God. It is

part, but all

single eye."

"a

purity of intention or

please and honor God (Lindstrom 130).

intention, dedicating all the life

[i]t is

a

our

the

giving God

purity of

"It is

all

our

heart

soul, body, and substance

to God"

(Lindsfrom 131).
Another
live

a

assumption is

life of devotement to God and to love their

The idea of enablement
more

that because one's heart is pure,

or

empowerment is

a

neighbors

one

as

is able to

themselves.
to be

subject that needs

studied

fully within Wesleyan circles.
The ideas of purity and power have been linked with the

Holy Spirit.

Different

theological traditions

have

of the

baptism

interpreted the

power

given

by the Holy Spirit to be power for witaessing (Acts 1 :8). Wesleyans

recognize

that concept, but will often want to go further to say that power

also relates to

living the

life of holiness

"This enduement of power

was

to

lifework, but for personal victory
The
in

emphasis

on

the

(Grider 25).

H. C. Morrison states:

especially qualify them,
over

Satan and sin"

not

only for their

(Harper HTT 37).

enabling power of the Holy Spirit no longer exists

preaching as it once did during the holiness revival

referring to this enabling power and cleansing

A. M. Hills in

says: "The

Holy Spirit,

therefore, coming into the heart in Pentecostal power, cleanses us--in other
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words, gives

us

Thus, this is the

the power to be

holy. (ItaHcs' emphasis by original author)

power that will make

us

pleasing to God, and like God"

(Harper HTT 262).

mean

A sixth

assumption is that entire

sanctification

that

cannot sin

tempted. Furthermore, Christian

one

perfection does

mean

will not be

that

one

is made

or

ignorance

is not

again defends

destroyed by

perfect

this concept, that Christian

are some

basic

sanctification. All ministers
Some would

the

interpret the

perfection is

assumptions
or

XI

a

doctrine, and

differently;

now

Wesley time
relative

and

perfection,

it

of the doctrine of entire

scholars would not agree

doctrine

of absolute

sense

442).

warrants

a

on

the above list.

however the above list

many, if not most, would believe. This

assumptions

overview of the

in the

entire sanctification. John

perfect love not perfect living (Wesley Works
These

holiness does not

humanity. Infirmities, weaknesses, and

does away with one's

perfection

is

not

or

or

turn to

gives

more

a

typifies

theological

of a historical

approach.
Historical Foundations of Entire Sanctification
No doubt exists that John

perfection,

but he

recognized as

the

been in since the

was

one

not the

Wesley taught the doctrine of Christian

originator of the

doctrine. He has been

who has retrieved it from the

days of the apostles (Bassett

theological limbo it had

and Greathouse ECH 2:

As substantiated above the doctrine finds its roots in the
both in the Old and New Testaments. The

basic witness upon which faith
the

can

are a

Scriptures,

fixed

point

be built. The Christian Church

Scriptures by means of doctrinal

turn become traditions to

Scriptures

9).

statements and formulations.

or a

interprets
These in

guide the Church into the fiiture. Since these

are
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traditions of the

Church; they should not be taken lightly but should be

observed and reflected upon.
Several

in-depth

studies

on

this

subject are available

Flew to William Greathouse. This research will not
but will

highlight the fact that this doctrine is

but is imbedded in the fraditions of historic
R. N. Flew fraced the
Jesus

on

the

as an

perfect, just

Was this

an

as

were

docfrine back to the

teaching,

Jesus set

a

high standard,
perfect'(Matt.

certain communities that believed that such

early

religion offered immeasurable power to

demands made
an

an

apocalyptic

of man is

a

pure

way that

'perfect' was actually used by
church

meet the

recognized that

the

heightened moral

gift from God; that it is possible

infinite love of the father

(Flew 40).

Christlike

living which

Other elements of the doctrine of entire sanctification

Aposties.

a

of the

Kingdom

framework. This framework teaches that the

experience

writings

NKJV).

ideal life could be

by Jesus (Flew 6). Who framed the message

love for God and man, to

the

5:48

(Flew Idea, 4).

Jesus. However there is evidence that the

perfection

The

'Therefore you

these ethical demands of Jesus in such

Some scholars debate whether the word

of God in

teachings.

of

ethical standard to be lived out within the present world? The

lived in this world

new

teachings

ideal contains the elements of the ideal

your Father in heaven is

early church understood
there

Wesleyan provincialism,

Christianity.

teaching of this

eschatological

of perfection. Within this
shall be

a

duplicate those works

of God, the main theme of Jesus'

Kingdom

Kingdom of God

not

from R. Newton

to live

a

life of

flows from the

can

be found in

of Paul, the writer of the book of Hebrews, and the other

Flew tends to focus

the Johamiine

mainly on the writings of Paul, Hebrews and

theology. Conversely,

John

Wesley drew much of his
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theology from the writings

of the

apostle John, and the Old Testament,

though not neglecting other Scriptural references.
In the centuries

following the

apostles, the early church

death of the

period is divided between the Apostolic Fathers,
and the

These

Apologists.

the writer of the Didache,

Hierapolis,

The

Epistle

of wliich there

Ignatius of Antioch, Polycarp of Smyrna, Papias of

of Bamabus, The

Shepherd of Hermas,

Diognetus (Gonzalez History 60).

The

to

writers

defending the Christian faith from the rising tide

of their

writings

persons

(Gonzalez 98).

are seen as

apostles (Flew 120).
contexts

was a

of God, to the Church

these writers

"Apologists"

having

shifting focus

were

Christian

of persecution. Most

the

as

Kingdom

from the

of God

on

Eschatological

the earth. Often,

less authentic Christian faith than the

One should bear in mind

however, the historical

they were writing from before becoming too

trying to explain the

and the

directed toward the Emperors and other educated

During this period there

Kingdom

eight

fathers" include: Clement of Rome,

"Apostolic

Epistle

were

were

Christian faith

critical.

They were

fiiUy, but were writing in response

not

to

certain issues and

problems, taking much for granted about the Church and its

practices (Bassett

and Greathouse

Within the

26).

writings of this period one

Fathers wrote with

some

basic

can see

understanding of the doctrine

It would appear that the concepts of perfection and

Christian

that the

Apostolic
of sanctification.

purity were the norms for

living (Bassett and Greathouse 35). The Church was being

separated from its Jewish and Graeco-Roman roots. The concepts of

perfection and purity began to be
works

(35).

externalized and

placed in terms of pious
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In essence, the Church

writers such
ordered

as

history (Flew 130). The

community of saints,

gave the Church

Church

without the stain of sin

was

pictured

be pure

or

one

belongs

to Christ and the Church. It

was

determined

desires and ambitions

physical

was

perfect because Christ's holiness would suffice

of holiness. Perfection

by

a

early

divinely

as a

(Flew 120).

By the time of Augustine (354-430), it was possible

holy because

The

community of God.

the

Clement, Ireneaus, and Origen

in

place

was seen as

one's

to

speak of being

not necessary to

for one's

own

lack

renouncing the world,

(Bassett and Greathouse 35).

This marks the

beginning of the separation of the concepts of Christian perfection and entire
sanctification.
Monasticism

organization
which

by

arose as a

rebellion of the individual

of the Cathohc Church. Monasticism

the end of the fifth century had

characteristic of the Catholic Church.
the

perfect Christian life,

spread to

Regarded

or

non-Christian

third century ascetics of Egypt
St.

towards

Antony is

Christian
came

seen as

practices.

where it

the

a

lay movement

was

preferred way toward

content to

1.

222).

the father of Monasticism.

gain victory over

To

compromise with

Monasticism found its roots in the

(Latourette History

attaining inward perfection.

solitude to

began as

monasticism tended to divide Christians into two

groups�those aspiring to perfection and those
sub-Christian

as

against the

Antony aimed

accomplish this Antony

went into

Satan and the world. Monasticism aims at

perfection (Flew 158). The monastic ideals were that perfection

from within from the life of contemplation and communion with God.

Greathouse

acknowledged,

"The

goal

God, which means purity of heart.
world, combat the flesh, and wage

of the

spiritual life is the kingdom of

To become
war

perfect one must renounce the

against sin to the death; but the
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summit of perfection is prayer, prayer without

ceasing" (Greathouse Apostles

51).
One of the most influential

figures of the early Church is Augustine.

Augustine has been quoted by those for and against the
sanctification. He

early

was

writing in the

midst of great controversies within the

Church and at times tends to overstate his

Augustine's

whole

Some view

positions.

theology as perfectionistic because

Summum Bonum may be

doctrine of entire

of his ideal the

experienced in this world (Flew 193).

One of the essential elements of the Summum Bonum is love.

Augustine's doctrine of the Summum

highest joy

Bonum entreats that man's true end�his

and supreme fiilfilhnent is God

of God, love of self, and love of neighbor

thought (Flew 201). Esentially,

Love

(Greathouse Apostles 65).

at the center of Augustine's

are

this love is shared within the social life of the

community of God.
Augustine is

also

sanctification. At times

seen as

speaking against the concept of entire

Augustine

seems

to confiise sanctification with

of Christian faith rather than it's

justification. Justification becomes the goal
starting point.

For

Augustine regeneration

=

justification

that entire sanctification becomes entire justification

Consequently, sanctification becomes complete
Here is the root of the

imputation theory;

the beUever when he/she is saved
In the centuries

Roman Cathohc

of the

i.e.

,

or

=

sanctification,

entire

so

regeneration.

"in essence" but not in fact.

Christ's holiness is

imputed to

(Bassett and Greathouse 105).

following Augustine,

one

needs to observe not

only

theology, but also Orthodox theology. The Eastern branch

Church, also influenced John Wesley's thought. Wesley's concept of

perfection was influenced by Clement of Alexandria,
tradition of the East

and the

mystical

(Flew 314). Makarius, another eastern father, also had
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influenced
"The

Wesley's early ministry. Wesley quotes Makarius

Scripture Way of Salvation" (Works vol.

Makarius the concept of

"perfect love"

45). Wesley drew

VI:

the conscious

as

experienced in a present moment, of the fulhiess of love
neighbor as

a

gift of God's

saving faith is

its

John Wesley

31).

Thomas

Theology.

grace. "This is not

beginning;

Aquinas' writings

toward which all

things move

anything that is created to be
of God

the supreme

an

state but a

Aquinas' convictions

of all

knowledge,

and become like God.

The

(1)

In

relative

in the life

God is

a

this lifetime. This

life is

Being impossible

for

on

the Christian ideal.

beyond the

grave

a

perfection
an

of sanctifying grace

empowerment is aimed

at

own

sake; and (4)

(Flew 227).
one can

available for this hfe but that full

perfection is

They

superior to the active life; (2) Christian

neighbor. Thomas Aquinas placed
principal aspect

cause

God of love and this love wills

summarizing the teaching of Aquinas

perfection

(Flew 225).

of all of God's creatures.

contemplative

perfection is

and

and the final

perfection consists in love; (3) God must be loved for His
Full

(Outler

like God in its essence, it must be like the

Flew outlines four theses of Aquinas views
are:

dynamic process:

Aristotehan concept of God

source

(Flew 226-227).

good

for God and

most reflective of Roman Catholic

The ideal of perfection dominates

God is the unmoved mover, the

goodness

are

from

certainty,

sanctification is is its proper climax"

in which he draws from

writings

a

in his sermon;

say that there is

a

perfection will be beyond

of love for God and one's

emphasis upon empowerment as the

(Bassett and Greathouse 147). This

enabling behevers to do good works leading to

justification (Bassett and Greathouse 148).
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of entire sanctification is

Wesley's doctrine

seen as a

synthesis

of the

Roman Catholic doctrine of holiness and the Protestant doctrine of grace

(Bassett and Greathouse 203). Wesley would agree
the doctrine of sanctification because both

relative nature

disagree

with

(Bassett and

Greathouse

Aquinas that baptism is

sanctification's

principal

The next

Aquinas

sanctification

as

grace

That is not to say that Luther

or

Church is the Reformation. The

where two

through faith,

Calvin

key personalities stand

and election

neglected the

and Greathouse

was on

out

the

respectively.

issue of sanctification

entirely; it was just not the main issue. Sanctification
matter of works and holiness was seen as

making

(147).

Martin Luther and John Calvin. Their main focus

by

much of

being of a

the sacrament of cleansing,

period in the history of the

doctrines of justification

on

138). Wesley would, however,

characteristic empowerment

beginning of the Protestant movement
theologically,

see

with

was seen

primarily as

a

imputed by Christ's work (Bassett

151). Luther and Calvin emphasized the forensic view of

salvation to the almost total exclusion of any actual sanctification available

for the believer in this lifetime

(152).

Both reformers held to the belief that Christ's
to the believer.

saved

by

During this

grace. There is

this lifetime; however,

a

lifetime

no

man was

possibility

of a

and

righteousness

always

will be

cleansing of the

a

is

imputed

sinner

carnal nature in

significant difference exists between Luther's and

Calvin's view of sanctification.
Luther held that sanctification

sanctification

was

not the

was

impartation

imputed by Christ. This

of perfect love and did not include any

idea of a moral transformation. Perfect love for Luther would be

in the fiiture life

( 164).

experienced
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John Calvin also held to the view of an

imputed righteousness, yet

Calvin insists upon the sanctification of hfe. In fact, entire sanctification for

recognizes the sinfiihiess

Calvin still

striving to become more Christlike
the

imputed righteousness

genuine

as

believer, but also includes

moral transformation. Which is not

transformation

brings moral

key element in the historical development

Wesleyan movement is

movement which had a

These have

movement.

lifetime.

complete within this
but holiness

of a

source

(Bassett and Greathouse 176-177).

One other
the

bring holiness,

a

begins with

the years pass. Holiness

of Christ, but this holiness becomes the

This transformation does not

prior to

of the

large
a

Pietistic movement. The Moravian

influence

direct

of the doctrine

on

Wesley was

a

part of the Pietist

bearing on John Wesley's development of the

doctrine of entire sanctification.

Philip Jakob Spener (1635-1705),
as

a

Lutheran

clergyman,

is

recognized

the father of the Pietist movement. His book Pia Desideria set forth the

principles of the
perfection,
was

a

marked

Church

movement.

Spener

saw

that God's call

perfection that was not just imputed to
by

a

was

call to

behever, but

one

that

genuine transformation in the life of the Christian and the

(Bassett and Greathouse 195). Spener's

movement

the

was a

the

organization of the

pietatis. They placed

a

main contribution to the

seekers after holiness into

a

collegia

greater emphasis upon devotion rather than doctrine

(Flew 276).
One
area

can see

of perfection

constitutes

several connections between

as

one area.

marking
The

a

real transformation in the life of the believer

organization of the United

promoting holiness bears resemblance
another.

Spener and Wesley. The

to the

Societies

as a

method of

collegia pietatis constitutes
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Quakerism,
Fox went

was

founded

by George Fox (1624-90). Flew

deeper in teaching Christian perfection than the Reformers did.

"The holiness he

taught was not imputed but real" (Flew 282).

perfection was

relative

who

Light"

states that

a

were

perfection for all those illumined by

true believers. For

from sin and holiness

was

Wesley took exception to

Fox, this doctrine

the life for which
some

man was

of the views held

meant

This

the "Inner
an

destined

emancipation

(Flew 290).

by Fox. ( Weslev Works

VI

328).
The Moravians

Wesley

were

another influential group in the life of John

This group settled

on

the estate of Count Nicholas Zinzendorf, in

Hermhut, Germany, around 1720. Forming themselves into bands
groups for edification. Before the modem
out missionaries.

to

Some of wliich John

or

small

missionary movement, they

Wesley met

on

his

sent

missionary journey

Georgia. They brought a strong testimony of salvation by faith

alone to

Wesley (Greathouse Apostles 102).
The Moravian Peter Bohler advised
have

it; and then, because

John

Wesley had his Aldersgate experience

awakening,

his

With the

you have

Wesley to "Preach faith till you

on

this

an

evangelical

persons

claiming to be free

taught the possibility of Christian
of the views of

Count Zinzendorf held to the fact that there

perfection in this hfetime ( Apostles 104).

Through John Wesley,
sanctification is

and underwent

point that there was a separation

Wesley and the Moravians.
inherent

preach it." Shortly after this

Moravians, John Wesley first met

perfection, yet it was

was no

you will

"heartwarming" experience (Apostles 103).

from inward sins. The Moravians

John

it;

the doctrine of Christian

perfection or entire

again brought to the forefront of Christian theology. John

Wesley called it the "grand depositum" of Methodism. John Wesley was
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greatly influenced by the earlier writers
studies of the
doctrine is

experiences

seen as a

of individual Christians

question stands,

fiirther

of holiness and the

(Bassett and Greathouse 203).

has there been any fiirther

doctrine of entire sanctification since John

developments

(Flew 314). Wesley's

synthesis of the Roman Catholic ethic

Reformation doctrine of grace
The

and saints of the church and from his

in the doctrine have been

developments have

a

definite

development of the

Wesley? Clearly

generated

since

bearing on the

several

Wesley's

era.

These

way the doctrine is

taught

in modem times.

The

Wesleyan movement in America

revivalism. Revivahsm has been

American Protestantism

of the

greatly shaped by

of the dominant forces

(Dieter Holiness

foremost leader in the Methodist

bishop

one

has been

Revival

shaping

1). Francis Asbury was the

Episcopal Church. Asbury became

the

fledgling church, providing quality leadership and a prime

example of proclaiming the holiness message. Wesley's writings and fracts,
especially his Plain Account of Christian Perfection, were
circuit rider's commentary
the American nation

as

they proclaimed the message to

(Dieter Five

Views

the Bibhcal

faith and witaess
This

answer

for the revival's converts to

was

to

comer

of

renewed interest
scene.

It

sfrengthen their

(37-38 ).

unique blend of Historic Pietism, American Revivalism, and

Wesleyan Perfectionism gave birth to the modem holiness

"spread Scriptural holiness

across

The main thmst of the holiness adherents

day.

a

experience of Christian perfection in the American Church

was seen as

cry

every

37).

Following the Second Great Awakening, there was
in the

the Methodist

the land"

was

movement. The

( Holiness Revival 4).

to reform the church of their
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A

synthesis of revivahstic methods with the holiness message occured

during this time. Dieter concurs that it was

a

revivalism methods to introduce the "second
Revival
one's
as

blessing"

personal experience of Christianity. Especially,

converts to

known

Savior,

or

experience

conversion.

Holiness

in

that of accepting Christ

preaching called these

second crisis of faith,

a

new

subsequent to justification,

entire sanctification (Five Views 318).

as

The most effective

promotion of the

around the activities of Methodist
started what became known

as

doctrine of holiness

laity in New

the

theology."

Altar

of the

focused

York. Sarah W. Lankford

26).

of

Mrs. Lankford's sister Phoebe

experienced this work of grace within her life.

understanding

was

"Tuesday Meetings for the Promotion

Holiness" in her home (Holiness Revival
Palmer

(Holiness

message

19). Revivalistic preaching focused on definable turning points

Lord and

and

short step in American

From her

scriptures became what is known

theology may be explained as follows:

as

The

experience

"altar

Scriptures teach

that Christ is both the sacrifice for sin and the altar upon which

one can

consecrate their heart to God. Mrs. Pahner reasoned that the altar sanctifies

tlie

gift.

If one could consecrate

they would receive

the

fully their lives

experience (Holiness

Mrs. Palmer did believe that the

on

the altar in

Revival

The

testimony of the inner witness of the

upon

a

moment of consecration. This

the crisis of sanctification fi"om the

rather than

growth in

gradual process

or

emphasis divorced

growth in grace before

experience. Thus, the crisis experience became

an

to those who

completely upon Christ for this experience (Five Views 40).

emphasis was

and after the

act of faith,

27).

Holy Spirit would accompany the witness of God's faithfuhiess
cast themselves

an

element of sanctification (Five Views

grace has

never

been

an

end in itself

41). The element of

totally neglected by the holiness advocates.
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but the focus has been the crisis

experience. Probably one

because it is easier to discern when
one

really experiences

the grace.

one

commitment does not

equal receiving the experience. Wesley recognized that

The American revival
material-like substance that

This view
became

was

XI:

Eradication

be rooted out

day. Revivalistic emphasis
theology tended to make

was

also

the doctrine

a

cleansing and healing motifs

of the

an

a

Many ministers within the

difficult to understand relational
of ministers with relational

always

easy.

one

are

and eradication

an

( 42).

emphasis

of willfiil sin.

express sanctification in terms of a

experience (42).

Even

theology.
are

are

having trouble

tradition, they find it

though,

a newer

going back into

generation

churches

finding it difficult to bridge the

steeped

gap.

mode of teaching entire sanctification to another is not

Consequently, there needs to be

preaching methods

a

terminology

shift back toward

Nazarene Church

backgrounds

tradition, they

Changing from

a

Still imbedded within the revivalistic

changing gears.

in revivalistic

that the

experience

redemption

static

so

absolutist concept of grace

Contemporary understanding has begun to

dynamic relationship rather than

at times God

part of the popular theology of its

In the last few decades there has been
on

always

eradicated (Five Views 41 ).

or

second crisis

on a

is

contributed to the idea that sin is

widely preached and written about

pervasive.

so

407).

emphasis also

can

this is

makes that commitment than when

Making the

postponed the experience (Works

reason

to

a

synthesis of teaching-

adequately express the Wesleyan understanding of the

doctrine.
Another shift in focus that has been controversial in contemporary

Wesleyan circles

is the

use

of Pentecostal

language

i.e. "the

baptism with the

Holy Spirit" (Five Views 43). The work of the Holy Spirit within
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sanctification

was

first

emphasized by John Fletcher. John Wesley

recognized this element in sanctification but did not emphasize it (Grider 58).
The

of

use

"Spirit Baptism" language within the

Charismatic movement

language

of the

give

"baptism

it

a

of the

have moved away from this

modem

different shade of meaning. The

Spirit"

is still

exegetically valid.

emphasis toward Wesley's terms

sin," "the circumcision of the heart," and "the mind that

(Dieter Five

Views

day Pentecostal and

was

use

of the

Some groups

of "death to

in Christ Jesus"

45).

Summarv
This
the

chapter has shown the theological

Wesleyan doctrine of entire

course, all

theological doctrines

the fact that

theology

generation must
restate it in

those

on

a

is not

go

or

Christian

static, but tends

of

development

perfection.

Of

through a period of development due

discover for itself the tmth

way to make it

their

sanctification

and historical

to

to be somewhat fluid. Each

underlying the

speak to the issues

of the

doctrine and then

day. Subsequently,

spiritual joumey need to constantly reexamine their

understanding of these doctrines to

see

how

they relate

to the

present age and

the fiiture.
The
historic

Wesleyan doctrine is Bibhcal, and it stands

Christianity.

It has

but the message of the
The next

proposes

possibility to

chapter explores

development
a

as

undergone

some

live

a

changes through the

life of holiness

now

centuries

has endured.

the concepts of spiritual formation and faith

it relates to the Christian life and this

model

in the mainstream of

project. The chapter

developed from John Wesley's methodology.
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CHAPTER 3

Spiritual Formation and Entire Sanctification
John

synthesizing the

is credited with

Wesley(1703-1791)

Roman

Catholic ethic of holiness with the Protestant Reformation doctrine of grace.
John

Wesley was raised

in

a

Biblical, Anglican and Puritan atmosphere

(Saliers "Spiritual Vision" 354).

He

Common Book of Prayer but other
authors

seem

a

was

influenced

commit his life whole

emphatically to

more

of ChristQaAQ

deeply sensible of,)

grace

by these works,

impossibility of being half

(the

absolute

to be all~devoted to

God,

to

necessity of

give

him all my

body, and my substance" (367).

Wesley was well acquainted with spiritual disciplines
childhood. Susanna

Wesley,

upbringing of all her children.

John's

all later character

from his earliest

mother, took upon herself the rehgious

His mothers influence and

influenced John's life. Susanna

Wesley sowed the

fraining greatiy

seeds that affected ahnost

development in John Wesley (Wood Burning Heart 31).

may have been his mother's

John that

fellowship

have had

some

the class

a

heartedly to God:

than ever, of the

Christian; and I determined, through his

my

The Imitation

Kempis

366). Wesley,

"These convinced me,

soul,

Three

century); and Jeremy Taylor's Holy Living(l650) and Holy

determined

wliich I

acquainted not only with the

significant devotional writings.

Thomas

life (1728);

Dyinsi 1651) (Works XI:

a

well

very influential within his life: William Law Serious Call to

Devout and Holy

fifl:eenth

was

was a

influence

weekly talks with the children that convinced

necessary element of the Christian

on

the formation of the

meeting within Methodism (Wood 31).

"Holy Club"

life, and may
at Oxford and

It
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Wesley had a rich spiritual heritage. Like others, Wesley spiritual
joumey, lead though a stage
and

of mission

sense

of genuine

a new

vision

(Saliers et.al. 356). Wesley's Aldersgate

experience(24th May, 1738) was

(Wood 59).

stmggle emerging with

a

pivotal transformation point within his life

That date

changed Wesley's perspective:
"He had been freed from what somewhat loosely can be termed a
"works-righteousness" stance toward the embodiment of faith, he had

come

to have

himself for

an

inward

a new

assurance

that God-in-Christ had freed him from

rather than
Discipleship
done, it became a matter of living

life of liberty-in-service.

being a "good work" to be
doxologically, of seeing that
the whole
death"

man

(Saliers

"Christian hfe is devotio, the consecration of
in love to God and neighbor in the full round of life and
et.al.

Wesley became
tradition.

356).

the

spiritual mentor to

Wesley's writings

should be used

those within the

extensively,

as a

Wesleyan

mentor,

especially the works relating to holiness. Sadly, though, few ministers

Wesleyan tradition have little more

than

a

in the

passing acquaintance with Wesley's

writings.

Wesley understood human nature and was
formation. Yet,

Wesley
is

came

as

noted above, it

to understand

was

a

not without

spiritual formation.

master of spiritual

personal stmggles that

The

question remains: What

spiritual formation and how does it inform the Wesleyan doctrine

sanctification? Are there certain stages that

spiritual

one

must pass

of entire

through in the

life? What does the doctrine of entire sanctification say about

spiritual formation?
Defining Spiritual Formation
One should
formation"

as a

adamantly resist the temptation to think of "spiritual

program

or

simply a

set of disciplines to enhance

growth. Joy defines spiritual formation

as

much

more

than

spiritual

spiritual exercises;
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spiritual formation is part of the Christian life itself ( Walk On 12). The
Christian life is

a

being transformed

transformational hfe in which one's life is

image of Christ. The meaning of salvation in a Wesleyan

into the

that Jesus entered the world not

(Embrace

fonnation is the

Living out the Christian life
and power of the

through us

in

development, i.e.,

today's world through the transforming

Holy Spirit. Echoing the Apostle Paul,

Thus, life

nor

is "Christ Alive In You"

centuries

as

formulations of different doctrines

Christians

activities within their lives. How does
Is it

development?

struggle

and Faith

to

interpret

God's

spiritual formation effect ones faith

simply a growth in grace

Spiritual Formation
spiritual

(Joy 12).

theology are static both are dynamic, continually in the

developing. Theological

change through the

or

is there more?

Development

life is life in process. Christians

allowing Christ to live

through them transforming them through the power of the Holy Spirit.
within the
there is

a

Wesleyan tradition believe that when

real

change that begins to take place

imputed change.

Human

one

becomes

in one's

life,

a

Daniel Levenson

was a

Those

Christian,

not just

an

development has been occurring through the

recently there has been an attempt to describe the

development.

grace

Maxie Dunnam

All of life is "God's best curriculum for us"

(Dunnam 13).

The

but to live

process of faith

dynamic

key to Christian piety and spirituality

process of

~

18).

Spiritual

says the

only to die for us

context is

ages

processes of this

pioneer in this work (Seasons 5).

Daniel Levinson says aU of life is

a

joumey based on

a

universal

pattern with endless cultural and individual variations (Seasons 6). Levinson
viewed the life

cycle

as

divided into

eras

of roughly twenty years

(Fowler
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1

10). Sheehy

life

sees

the stages

roughly

delineated

by the decades of one's

(Passages 29).
Each of these stages

not

as

mean a

catastrophe,

(Sheehy 19).
life's

but

a

a

effect one's decisions have

seriously the

pioneering work

arena

pioneers

"Crisis" does

previous stage,

one

on

cannot

through them sequentially (Sheehy 250).

Fowler has taken the
and Levinson into the

by a crisis.

period of potential growth

Each stage builds upon the

but must go

work of these

is marked

turning point,

Each stage takes

development.

skip stages

periods

or

of faith

of Piaget,

development.

six stages of faith

Kolhberg, Erikson,

Fowler builds upon the

development. These stages

are:

intuitive-projective faith, mythic-literal faith, synthetic-conventional faith,
individuative-reflective
Fowler does not

see

faith, conjunctive faith, and universalizing faith.

everyone

progressing through all six stages (Stages 172).

Within these stages Fowler differentiates between the structure of faith and
the content of faith.

By the "contents" of faith is meant~"the realities, values,

powers and communities

on

and in which persons "rest their hearts"

(Stages

273).
Each stage represents
increase in the
often

a

widening of vision and values

depth of selfhood.

The transition from

painfiil, protracted, dislocating and

automatic and

development can be arrested.

capacity for wholeness, integrity, and
blows

can

one

well

stage

as an

to another is

be abortive. Transitions

are

not

Each stage for Fowler has the

sufficient grace for life's

blessings

or

(Stages 274).
Transition from

one

stage

to the next sometimes

requires the

recapitulation of previous stages. This recapitulation is
images of God, self and others.
and

as

a

reworking

of our

A combination of therapy, forms of prayer,

spiritual direction involving guided meditations

can ease

the

recapitula-
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tion process (Stages

"spiritual sponsor"
the church

or

Great benefit

288).

or

anyone

can

"mentor." This sponsor

be derived from
can

be

an

having a
such

organization,

as

trying to nurture the faith development of another (

287).
Fowler's faith stages
formation.

Spiritual

Fowler's stages

are

recapitulation,

a

give

formation is

descriptive

recognized the process
environment and

can

of the

a

some

handles

on

process, which

of the

the idea of spiritual
the

supercedes

"stages";

spiritual formation process. Fowler

development of faith, impacted by

conmiunity. Included witliin Fowler's stages

one's

is the idea of

concept which brings the aspect of healing grace necessary

for transition from

one

stage

to the next.

The whole idea of stages of faith

development, however,

is

foreign to

many within the Nazarene Church. Seldom has anyone discussed this

concept using the technical descriptive terminology of "stages" of faith

development.
stated

as

This concept, for those within the Nazarene

growth in

grace.

For Nazarenes

growth in grace

is

a

real

development within one's

spiritual life. Growth in grace would be the process
stage of faith
occasion.
grow

to another and is characterized

Intentionality in the

spiritually. Usually,

sense

this is

Divine standard for Christian

does not

one's faith

occur

a

one

by intentionality, goals,

and

seen as

an

inward desire to

being imparted by the work of the
is to be

Christlike, Jesus is the

maturity (Eph. 4:13). Occasion means that

vacuum, but in response to situations

stretching

(Dunning GFH 471-472).

While it is often

the

in

of moving from

that there must be

Holy Spirit. The goal of growth in grace

growth

Church, is usually

unstated, it is assumed that growth in

Holy Spirit. Entire sanctification is

seen as

grace is

a

accelerating growth in

gift

of

grace
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(GFH

A pure

473).

achieve greater

effectually

Those in the
even

heart, focused

those

on

truly loving God, should more

conformity to the ideal (GFH 474).

entirely sanctified,

but entire sanctification is

"establishing grace," making it possible

Spirit. The baptism of the Spirit is

by which
a

symbol

that

terminology

a

of

for

one

to retain their

spiritual

different from the sacrament of baptism.

"baptism of the Holy Spirit"

believer's heart is made clean from

of the

seen as an

expels original sin through the baptism of the

condition. Entire sanctification

The

may fall from grace,

Wesleyan tradition believe that one

regenerating work

of the

describes the

original sin.

Holy Spirit,

"Water

but fire is the

means

baptism is

symbol

of

purifying that comes when the Spirit is received in sanctifying fulhiess" (
the

day of Pentecost when the Spirit came upon

room

and cleansed their hearts from sin. (Acts 2:1-

Chapman 69). Referring to
the believers in the upper

13; 15:7-8)
This

baptism of the Spirit

cleanses the heart from

sin is that which is within the heart that

(Wiley,
that is

vol.2:

98). Original

entirely sanctified has

the Christlike life

causes man

sin inclines

that

one

original

sin.

Original

to commit acts of sin

away from God. A

depravity desfroyed,

Christian,

and is enabled to live

(JES 1 19-120).

Spiritual Formation and Entire Sanctification.
How does

fit

together?

formation"

tradition

It

spiritual formation and the

was

doctrine of entire sanctification

predicted that this project would discover that "spiritual

equals "growth in grace" and that for

some

within the

"spiritual formation" equals "entire sanctification."

former district

Wesleyan

Don

Irwin,

superintendent of the South Arkansas Church of the Nazarene,

suggested this possibility, along with others within the Wesleyan tradition.
This

project has negated this suggested possibility.
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The idea of spiritual formation deals with

a

development within

real

the Christian hfe, which includes the aspect of entire sanctification. Steven

Harper in speaking of spiritual formation, gives
way

views

one

"friendship

some

apt advice regarding the

spiritual formation. Harper defmes spiritual

with God" and says that it is

relationship

as

offered to Christians

For those unfamiliar with the concepts of

through Jesus Christ (Embrace 21).
it is easy to have

spiritual fonnation,

a

formation

some common

misconceptions.

First, there is the idea that right theology automatically insures spiritual

vitality.
insure

This sounds

right

action

good but just is not so. Right knowledge

(Embrace 13).

Second there is the

misconception that the right experience

produce spiritual life. This is
"arrived

are

not "arrival

will

true in several traditions the idea that one has

spiritually" after experiencing a work of grace.

work of grace

does not

points"

but

A first

begirming points

or

second

in one's

spiritual

joumey (14).
Another

misconception is that one's spirituality is divorced from the

rest of life. One's

routines of life
A fourth

the

that to be

select super stars

one must

be prosperous. This is

a

trend to

nothing short of heresy (16).

there have been

formation, there have been
sanctification.

(15).

misconception prevalent in present day Christianity is the idea

materialize faith and is
as

separated from the responsibilities and

misconception is that tme spirituality is just for a few. Usually

spiritually alive

Just

are

(14).

clergy or other
The fifth

religious beliefs

some

some

misconceptions regarding spiritual

regarding the doctrine

of entire
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First
a

"sinless

misconception is

perfection."

accusations of those
It is not

a

sinless

that those

teaching entire sanctification

From the time of John

Wesley this

has been

believing in Christian perfection (Works vol.

perfection.

It is not that

one

cannot

sin;

one

advocate

one

XI

of the

442).

needs not to

sin.

Secondly, entire sanctification has
"panacea."

It has been said to cleanse

the subconscious
A third

based

on

at times been

seen as a

spiritual

everything fi-om racial prejudices to

(ES 125-127).

misconception is that it is either

"Holiness

Hebrews 12:14 which says: "without holiness

Hell." This is

or

no one

will

see

the

Lord(NIV)" (144).
A fourth

misconception

cannot fall from grace. This is

Wesleyan tradition (Works
A fifth

is that

once

sanctification is

usually a caricaturization by those

vol. XI

misconception is that

Jesus

saves

and the

Holy Spirit sanctifies.

is involved in the act of

and the doctrine of entire sanctification have the

goal which is to bring the behever to the

of Christ"

outside the

(ES, 138).

Spiritual formation
same

one

426).

Wesleyans believe that each person of the Trinity
sanctification

experienced,

(Eph.

4:13

"whole

NIV). Spiritual formation,

a

measure

of the fulhiess

broader term, would be

inclusive of the concept of entire sanctification. Entire sanctification is within
the

spiritual formation tradition, but would not encompass all that is meant by

spiritual formation.
Entire
God's grace,

relationship

sanctification,
a

is

as

defmed by this writer, is

a

second work of

dynamic relationship with God, others, and oneself This
one

of love that is

preceded

and followed

by

a

growth in

grace.
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It is

of heart, not

purity

character would be

maturity of character (Manual 34). Maturity of

seen as one

of the broader

goals

of spiritual formation.

Many of those using the idea of "stages" of faith/or human

development
of "crisis"
a

crisis

see

the transition from

experience. Entire sanctification,
Which is not the

experience.

Fowler. In certain

catalyst to move
definitely

stage

one

entails

same

to the next

as

through

taught by the church,

type of crisis

as

sort

some

involves

understood

by

instances, the experience of sanctification may be the

one

from

one

stage

to the next. The process of sanctification

growth in grace and would be

seen as an

aid in

spiritual

development.
A Weslevan Model of Spiritual Formation.

As stated

formation

as a

days

Christian
can

should resist the
more

formation is not

Spiritual

resource

a

spiritual disciplines to

grace of Jesus Christ (Embrace
a

that, it is

a

fradition

reaching back

reaching back into

formation is not just

for

spirituality

of other cultures

program, it

enable

can

make

use

of effective

growth in the knowledge and

a

seminar

or a

"one-time"

experience.

of an eflfort should be made witliin the church to find and do those

Which

spiritual formation of

More

things

its members.

spiritual formation disciplines

can

be used to enhance the

teaching of entire sanctification? John Wesley provides insight into
for

a

31). Furthermore, spiritual formation

way of hfe, not just

which enhance the

the

Encvclopedia of World Spirituality

spiritual

programs and/or

An excellent

temptation to view spiritual

Some would say

since the Garden of Eden.

be found in the

constitutes

than

days of Christianity.

phenomenon.

While

one

program. Far

into the earliest
earhest

earlier,

a

model

spiritual formation. Wesley used several methods to teach the doctrine of

entire sanctification.
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One such method

was

of Christianity is dominated

through preaching the

doctrine.

by a few central doctrines, reflecting Christian

experience.

Foremost is the doctrine of salvation with its

justification

and sanctification. Sanctification

received

was

the doctrine which

was

the formation of the "United Societies,"

network of groups accountable for

366). The societies

week, under
advise,

a

were

reprove,

exhort,

fransformed

peoples

Bands

was a source

classes, which met

of class leaders

responsibilities

and comfort the members

so

that "their souls

among those who

were

was

"supposed to have

to scrutinize the "true

state" of one's soul and to encourage the believers in their
were

weekly meetings

'

another, and pray

258).

There

was a

one

in "order to 'confess

for another that

need to

clarify the

by weaknesses

Fauhs may be caused

fransgressions (Wiley

2:

we

daily walk (Trickett

our

one

and infirmities of the flesh,

time and

and exhortations (Works vol. VIII:
met

together for "love-feasts",

communion with

one

a

one to

difference between faults and sins.

507). These meetings

Men would meet at

faults'

may be healed" (Works vol. VIII:

were more

dealing with fauhs committed and temptations experienced
meeting.

to

427).

remission of sins." The chief end of the bands

These

were

once a

of nurture and mutual edification that

lives (Works vol. Ill,

organized

were

a

aiding in spiritual development (Saliers

divided into smaller

class leader. The

prosper" ( 367). The class

368).

key doctrines of

major attention from Wesley (Lindsfrom 15).

Another method

et.al.

Wesley's view

258).

emotional,
since the last

women

at another for

Once

quarter,

time of eating

another (Works vol. VIII:

a

involuntary

men

instructions
and

women

together, and partaking of
259).

From his

spiritual

roots, Wesley saw, the importance of fellowship for faith development.
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criticism for

Wesley received
grounds that they were

not

forming the

scriptural.

However

classes and bands

Wesley

on

the

great benefit

saw a

from the

organization of the bands. He explored:
"They prayed for one another, that they might be healed of the faults
they confessed; and it was so. The chains were broken, the bands were
burst asunder, and sin had no more dominion over them. Many were
delivered from the temptations out of which, until then, they found no
way to escape. They were built up in our most holy faith. They rejoiced
in the Lord more abundantly. They were sfrengthened in love, and more
effectually provoked to abound in every good work" (Works vol. VIII:
259).

Wesley was innovative
sight the goal,

the

in his

approach to ministry.

spiritual development of the saints

organization became

a

method for

the times. These classes could be

seen as a

instructional purposes, whereas the

Another method utilized
cannot read

always kept

in holiness. The

forerunner of the

Sunday

Sunday School

School movement

Wesleyan classes

and bands

was

for

were

for

always equal edification.

by Wesley was

that of personal contact. One

Wesley's Journals and Works without noticing the abundance

letters written from

topics, yet in

Wesley to others.

each letter

one can sense

The letters
the

cover a

concern

today to

beneficial

the extent that it

means

once was.

of spiritual formation for

These methods show John
a mass

scale.

Wesley has

for the

Correspondence could be

not

a

some.

Wesley's approach to spiritual formation on

Wesley used evangehstic preaching to the

of small groups in the

of

broad range of

spiritual welfare of those with whom he is corresponding. This method is
used

in

spiritual development, meeting the need of

movement. One difference is that the

edification. Instruction does not

He

masses, formation

classes, and formation of the bands for mutual
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edification. One other

approach needs

approach to spiritual formation

on a

Spiritual fonnation begins

righteousness
living a fiilly

touched upon and that is

personal level.

with the individual's

and holiness. As stated

a

inspirational resource
11). Wesley is

can use

to

can

model for

an

pattern their

be found in

or

disciplines

did

spiritual formation?

Wesley'

excellent model for
own

for

earlier, Wesley committed himself to

Wesley knew the importance of the devotional

Life

hunger

consecrated life for the Lord. What methods

Wesley use that would provide

Wesley's

s

life. An abundant

devotional life (Devotional

spiritual

formation that Christians

lives. The "means of grace" formed the basis of

Wesley's devotional practices (1 1).
What

are

the "means of grace" for John

"means of grace"

is

"outward

as:

ordinances, whereby the inward

ordinarily conveyed to man; whereby the

conveyed to
means

Wesley? Wesley defined

faith that

brings

them who before had it not" (Works vol. I:

of grace

grace of God

salvation is

248).

The instituted

are:

Prayer; private, family, pubhc;

Searching the Scriptures; reading, meditating and hearing
,

The Lord's

Supper

Fasting
Christian Conference (Works vol. VIII:
The instituted

means were

those

means

322-325).
evident in the life of Jesus and

developed by the Church to fiirther the Christian life (Devotional Life. 19).
Prayer is

a

Wesley. Wesley
God

key element of the Christian life and especially
saw

that the Christian life

was

lived in

so

for

relationship with

through Jesus Christ, and that relationship was maintained by prayer.
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Prayer could aid in drawing near to God and

a

lack of prayer could

cause

spiritual dryness (20).
Prayer should be both private and public. Wesley began and ended the

day with prayer. First thing in the mornings
turned his

and the last

thoughts toward God. Wesley also

saw

the

thing at night Wesley

importance

of

corporate prayer for wholeness in the spiritual life (20-23). Wesley also read
and studied tlie prayers of others for his

Searching the Scriptures
Wesley called himself a man

Scriptures
advised

were

was

own

another

edification

means

(25).

of grace for

of one book: Homo unius libri

the standard of faith and

Wesley.

(29). The

practice for Wesley. Wesley

how to

approach the Scriptures:
"Meditate thereon day and night";.
would it not be advisable, to set
apart a little time, if you can, every morning and evening for that purpose?
At each time, if you have leisure, to read a chapter out of the Old and one
out of the New, Testament
To read this with a single eye, to know
the whole will of God, and a fixed resolution to do it? In order to know
His will, you should have a constant eye to the analogy of faith, the
connection and harmony there is between those grand fimdamental
doctrines, original sin, justification by faith, the new birth, inward and
outward holiness: serious and earnest prayer should constantly be used
before we consult the oracles of God; "Scripture can only be understood
through the same Spirit whereby it is given." Our reading should likewise
one

be closed with prayer, that what we read may be written on our hearts: It
might also be of use, if while we read, we were to frequentiy to pause and

by what we read, both with regard to
lives" (Works vol. XIV- 252).
examine ourselves

A third

Even

though,

means
an

of grace is the Lord's

our

hearts and

Supper or Holy Communion.

indispensable element of spirituality for John Wesley,

traditionally within the Wesleyan movement it has not received the
recognition (Devotional Life 36).

same

This is also true for the Church of the

Nazarene, where each church and minister is requested to have communion
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at

least

often than

Supper more
exalted

place
are

quarter (TVLanual 179). Many churches do observe the Lord's

once a

a

place

as

recent

sees

the

the

holiness

on

the

Staples and Ole Borgen

subject of the

brought up
as

to the

in the

sacraments.

potential

Wesleyan/holiness churches
of the Eucharist

promotion of holiness" (Outward Sign. 204).

back to the revivalistic

recent studies

as

potential of using the Lord's Supper for promoting

have not been well instructed

preaching of sanctification

One

with

an

reason

as a means

for this goes

evangelistic

call to

(204).

Even

more reason

of grace

justifying,

for

one to

understand

Harper notes that: "Wesley

sacraments.
means

on

some

Rob

Wesleyanism.

Wesleyan authors writing

holiness. He writes: "Persons

for the

sacraments have not held

they should. There have been

of the Sacraments within

Staples

a

quarter. The

once a

he

saw

the Lord's

saw

Wesley's

the Lord's

Supper as

a

powerful

Supper as communicating prevenient,

sanctifying grace" (Devotional Life 38).

or

view of the

The Lord's

Supper is

memorial meal within which is the Real Presence of the Lord. The Real

Presence is

a

dynamic presence

"Where God acts, there He is"
Another
it

means

related to God's action.

(Staples, 227).

of grace that is not

definite

Staples remarks,

widely used today is that of fasting.

of spiritual

development. Fasting was

Wesley

saw

Biblical

practice used by Jesus and the early Church. Wesley wanted to

as a

means

emphasize the connection between prayer and fasting.
ascetism and
one

Life

to

keep

a

Extreme forms of

bodily mortification were rejected by Wesley. Fasting enabled

in balance their

spiritual life from the material life (Devotional

46-48).
The last instituted

term not

means

of grace is Christian Conference. Which is

widely used today; consequently,

many churches would not be

a
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familiar with the term

It

(54).

the United Societies, and is
The

was

used to describe the group

roughly equivalent to

experiences

of

small group ministries.

ministry of the classes and bands were for nurture, exhortation,

edification, and discipline.
Christians for

it is not

development. Seeing,

used

short. Christians need the fellowship of other

spiritual development.

Although,

that he

In

a means

of grace, joumaling is

the voluminous

a

writings of Wesley,

great aid in spiritual

recognizes

one

saw

its

importance. Although keeping a spiritual journal

today,

its

importance

is

is not

widely

in modem times.

increasingly being recognized

Summarv
This

chapter has explored the topic of spiritual fonnation

the doctrine of Entire sanctification.

concept

formation is

a

it relates to

relatively

new

to those within the Church of the Nazarene. In addition Fowler's

Stages of Faith

helpful

Spiritual

as

in

was

examined because the concept of faith

understanding spiritual

John

Wesley provides

a

development is

formation.

challenging model

for

project is loosely designed around the above pattem.

spiritual formation.
The next

look at the denomination The Church of the Nazarene and the
Holiness Revival.

This

chapter will

impact of the
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Chapter 4
The Church of the Nazarene and The Holiness Revivals
The Church of the Nazarene

bom in the fires of revival. The

was

Wesleyan Revival of the eighteenth Century and the Holiness Revival
nineteenth

of the

Century both contributed to the creation of the Church of the

Nazarene.

The

Wesleyan revival

ministry of John Wesley,

of the

eighteenth century is

his brother Charles

direct result of the

a

Wesley and George

Whitefield

(Manual 15). The spiritual antecedents of the Wesleyan movement included
German

Pietism, Enghsh Puritanism, and the Great Awakening in America.

Roots of Revivalism
In 1784 John

Wright to organize

Wesley conrniissioned Francis Asbury

the American Methodist Church. The

the Methodist Church

brought with it the

(Synan 20). The conmiission included
over

these lands"

preaching a fire

the call to

urging converts to "go

the

deal with seekers
"altar

"spread Scriptural holiness

use

more

came

on

to

with the revivahstic

of a "moumer's bench"

or

atmosphere.

"anxious" seat

conveniently (Revivahsm 46).

the "shorter

perfection (Synan 29). The rise of the laity

as

leaders in

era

was

a

One such
as a

place

to

Phoebe Pahner's

as

during this

land

perfection" (23).

introduced at this time

theology"

of

doctrine of entire sanctification

(20). Circuit riders penetrated every comer of the

Some innovations
was

transplantation

and brimstone message. These circuit riders also carried

holiness message

innovation

and Richard

way" of achieving

worship occured

(Revivalism 68). Dayton notes also the changes in the status

and roles ofwomen

during this time firame.

Women

were

allowed to enter
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and the

college

holiness

from the

ministry for the first time. This innovation came

evangelical movement (Discovering 84-98).

Revivalism, the cutting edge of American Christianity after 1850, had
been

adapted

(Revivalism

promoted in

and

45). There

revivalism that

are

are

one

form

or

several factors

another

by

every denomination

accounting for the popularity of

distinctively American. Timothy

Smith says

some

of these

are:

First, there
free

was

the

uniquely American

churches, unlike the European

support

were on a

one was an

adult

state

denominational structure of

church, all church membership and

voluntary basis. Membership

decisions

were

(59).

Secondly, there

was a

resfraint upon extreme emotionalism within the

services. This made attendance at the
conscious of the social graces

meetings more

atfractive to those

(60).

Thirdly, educational leaders played a key role. Almost

prominent evangelist raised fimds for
his steps.

made when

Many of these colleges

a

were

college

every

to frain ministers to follow in

started from

a

revivalist

background

(60).
Another factor

hand in hand with

Christianity was

measures

seen as a

A fifth factor

dynamic

cut

was a

force to reform

across

society (60). Societies

denominational lines.

popularized and enlarged concept

of the work of

Holy Spirit by revivalist. The evangehsts helped to close the

strict Calvinism and the free grace of Arminianism. Their
to be

a

that went

progressive theology and humanitarian concerns.

designed for this purpose

the

the nineteenth century revival

was

mark of God's

blessings (61).

gap between

successes

seemed
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On
saw

a

practical level

revivalism

Christianity.

revival

means

measures as a means

As

a

many

things

to many

people. Many

of converting human institutions to

resuh, churches flourished in membership and finances

during these times (62).
Revivalism

was

element in such issues

closely tied to
as

social reform. This became

a

crucial

the abolition of slavery, temperance and feminism.

The role of women within the church
The Civil War marks

a

changed greatly because

transition

point in the evangelical

movements. Pre�Civil War revivalism carried over into the

broader themes of progress and

of revivalism.
and holiness

post

war era

hope for a Christian society (Discovering

99).
Post Civil War: The Holiness Revival.

Following the
urban

areas.

Civil War there

explosion of growth in the larger

was an

Along with this expansion of growth came

organized meetings

for the

an

expansion of

promotion of holiness generating interest in the

doctrine of entire sanctification

(NCR 99).

The return of the Pahners and

Caughey from the English Revival also sparked a renewed interest (98).
One of the

early leaders of the holiness revival was Rev. John Inskip,

Methodist minister from New York. Martha

Inskip, Inskip's

experienced the work of grace by consecration and faith
Pahners.

Inskip

at first

was

"afflicted and mortified"

as

spouse, fust

taught by the

by his spouse's

'"spiritual erraticisms" (100). Shortly afterward, Inskip confessed his
commitment and

fervor

began preaching the doctrine sfrongly with revivalistic

(100).
Inskip led as series of discussions that eventually led to the

organization

of the "national

This group first met in

campmeeting for the promotion of holiness."

Vineland, New Jersey,

on

July 17,

1867

(103). This

a
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campmeeting was devoted to the preaching of the doctrine of entire
sanctification.
The

campmeeting was

that the "National
was

formed and

Holiness vol. 1

:

Campmeetings
and

a

similar

began the spread of the

held at Manheim,

were

was so

From 1871-1875 there

These

camp

Pennsylvania,
were

well received

meeting

movement.

Round Lake New York

twenty-four "National"

campmeeting became

the

popular medium

for

doctrine of entire sanctification.

campmeetings had an interdenominational influence. The

doctrine of entire sanctification seemed to have

boundaries. Those from

Congregationalist to

the

a

of the doctrine

England,

where Keswick

teaching (24).

denominational

no

variety of denominations,

such

as

the

Quakers, attended these meetings and

receptive

holiness

It

gathering planned for each year (Called Unto

Thus

16).

campmeetings (17).

These

by thousands.

Camp Meeting Association for the Promotion of Holiness,"

Urbana, Ohio.

spreading the

attended

(22).

The influence of the

eventually became the

This influence

were

very

campmeetings spread to

center for

promotion

of

similarly spread to the European

continent with the visit of Robert Pearsall Smith in 1784-1785. Smith
carried the "holiness
message

was

As the

evangelism"

well received in

to

France, Germany and Switzerland; this

Germany and Switzerland (Dieter NCR 169).

Camp Meeting movement

grew there

was a

widening gap

between it and the mainline churches. This gap

eventually led to the

organization of independent holiness churches.

Reasons for this

were numerous.

Some of the most influential factors

Rapidly changing social conditions
conflict

over

holiness

in urban

occurenc

were:

Christianity led to

teaching (Called Unto Holiness vol.

1:

26).

a

There

was
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the rise of a

new

seemed to go
In
an

middle class and the social

of church members

against holiness teaching.
many seminaries

addition,

"sloughed off'

the

teaching of holiness

as

Many ministers graduating from these seminaries felt the

irrelevant issue.

new

prestige

revival issues

were a

threat to fraditional Methodism

( Dieter NCR 206).

Dieter also notes that most of these ministers had less than ten years

experience.
There
The

These

were

was a

concurrent, gradual, relaxation of worldly

not indoctrinated in holiness

things considered worldly

and

theology (206-207).

incompatible with the

prohibitions.

Christian

lifestyle

by holiness evangelist was becoming more acceptable by the mainline
churches

(207).

These
churches. No

are a

one

few of the

reasons

for the rise of independent holiness

will ascertain aU of the reasons, but that there

conflict, that led to the rise of several independent
The Church of the Nazarene
to this

was one

revival and the revival

of these

measures

groups,

was a

none can

dispute.

churches, fracing its beginnings

taught by Phoebe

Pahner.

The Church of the Nazarene Todav

The

history of the rise of the Church of the Nazarene has been

documented in the works of Timothy Smith and W T. Purkiser. The Church
of the Nazarene is

Nineteenth

one

of the

largest holiness groups to

Century Holiness Revival; today it boasts

members worldwide. The church
not

itself, is truly

an

come

out of the

of over

a

million

international one,

having

only missionaries worldwide, but also several fully indigenous mission

districts around the

globe.

The Church of the Nazarene is still in transition. It

began as

several

loosely-knit independent churches bred by the fires of holiness evangelism.
These churches

formally jomed together at Pilot Point, Texas,

on

October 13,
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(Manual 21). The church was formally known as the Pentecostal

1908

Church of the Nazarene.

associated with the
have

to

a

as

are

following

the movement from

denomination, and to

an

holiness is understood and

across

message

a

groups, to

This transition caused

taught throughout the

high

Special

Rules"

sfrength for

and conflict for others. The

interpret these without becoming legalistic.
be

seen

in the

The "General and

legahstic
things

manner

as

in

our

will

periodicals

a source

stmggle has

The revivahstic

The General Church has

and from

of great

been how to

have at times been

in balance: "Our leaders and pastors

emphasis
tmths

(266-267).

our

are

in the way

( Called Unto

concems

of the "General And

guidelines

Special Rules"

changes

standards of conduct for its

257). These guidelines have been

can

united movement,

churches.

Holiness Vol. 2:

worldliness

a

intemational church. This pattem has been

reflected in its "General and

some

the world.

pattem. This pattem is roughly

The Church of the Nazarene maintains
as

name

Several other holiness groups

(21).

independent

repeating itself throughout history.

members

Assembly of 1919, the

church since that time. International in scope, the

proclaim the holiness

These churches
delineated

"Pentecostal"

name

merged with the

church seeks to

General

Church of the Nazarene because of the connotations

changed to the

was

Following the

against

Special Rules."

taught in

emphasized keeping

all

expected to give strong

pulpits to

such ftindamental bibhcal

develop the faculty of discrimination between the

evil and the

good" (Manual 48).
The

teaching of holiness

or

entire sanctification goes

beyond

legalistic approach in teaching the "General and Special Rules."

a

In the past

some

overzealous

to the

length of one's hair or the wearing of gold jewehy (Called Unto

evangelists have taught that

a

holiness

lifestyle was related
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Holiness vol. 2:
such

a

267-268). Holiness

cannot

or

interpreted in

should not be

style of preaching makes holiness dependent on legalism

way. This

rather than grace.

Conclusively,
of holiness
holiness

the Church of the Nazarene is in transition. Two streams

theology currently fuel

this

preaching and the relational

change, the revivalistic traditions of

views of holiness

streams are sometunes referred to as the "substantive" vs. the

views

(Taylor ECH vol.

3:

These

teaching.

"relational"

99).

The Revivalistic Tradition.
The Church of the Nazarene traces its

roots back to the

organizational

nineteenth century holiness revival. The holiness message thrives in
revivalistic

atmosphere.

This revival

evangehstic preaching of entire

was

a

heavily influenced by the

sanctification and the "altar

"

theology

of

Phoebe Pahner.
The revivahstic tradition focuses
NCR

101).

on

the

"urgency of the

now"

This second work of God's grace is available now,

by faith and

must be seized at any cost. As one consecrates one's self upon the

sanctifies them

this

the carnal nature,

experience

purifying the heart

is witnessed

the power of the
The "altar

Holy Spirit to

live

original

sm.

of the

Holy

One is thus enabled

by

Christ like life.

theology" of the Pahners emphasized three aspects of the

experience of entire sanctification.
Faith that God will do what is

(101).

a

from

by the irmer assurance

Spirit and exemplified by living the holiness lifestyle.

need

ahar, God

by the power of the Holy Spirit. This baptism with the Holy

Spirit "eradicates"

Additionally,

(Dieter

A

complete consecration of one's

promised.

self.

A confession of one's sin and one's
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The revivalistic tradition is criticized for reductionism of theology and
of Wesley's concepts. The criticism's

revivalistic tradition makes too
sanctification. Both
of grace. "Crisis

are

sharp

viewed

experiences"

as a

presented
a

are as

follows: The

distinction between justification and

"state" of grace rather than

problems to the experience

What is the alternative to the revivalistic
be found in relational

experience

panacea to solve human

are seen as a

problems. The revivalist have ahnost totally neglected
the relation of real life

an

an

understanding of

of grace

theology?

(Wynkoop 47).

One such alternative may

theology.

Relational Theology: A Different View.
Relational
a

theology is

a

theological approach that

truly Wesleyan understanding of entire

to close the gap between

theology

as a

one

theory and practice.

It views

point this relationship between

every

aspect of religion

Justification, sanctification, faith,
all terms

dealing with

entke sanctification understood

grace,

Wynkoop

of men for

seeks

all of

and
a

loving

fiilly

one's

one

people,

be

relationship

properly is

a

in relational terms.

to God. The doctrine of

theology of love. The
not exist

essential

apart from love (24).

Holiness viewed in this way

but is sustained in the

msists: "Were Christ to

seen

holiness, sin, love, righteousness,

dynamic approach to holiness.

a

does not reside in
God.

religion and

God and humans is

can

character of holiness is love and holiness does
This is

theology

(87).

Furthermore,

purity are

sanctification. This

dynamic relationship of living people with a living,

God. At every

personal

seeks to get back to

remove

relationship of persons with
His presence from the hohest

moment, that man would be unholy"

(154).
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Sin is

a

perverted love

or

love gone astray. Sin is love locked into the

wrong center, wliich is the self Sin is

but cannot deliver it

The
that

was

man

image of God in humankind is

some

a

identifiable substance

different

"It is

approach.

God and the communication between them, the mutual response,

meaning.

will"

not

lost in the fall. The relational view has

before

real, it offers reality

substitute for the

(158).

the relation of one to the
the

a

.

It is

.

a

other, the mirroring of one in the other that points

"posture,"

or an

to

inner attitude toward God and His

(105-106).
John

people

Wesley viewed the image

and God in

holiness,

was

a

of God

as

love. This idea

dynamic framework. Wynkoop

says: "In

places
word,

a

Wesley the recovery of the image of God. That image

to

love characterized

by Christlikeness. His

to orient their total

experience

concern was

responsible

as

that

men

should

Christians about Christ

as

was

begin
Lord"

(110).
Holiness is love focused in
comes

into balance and

Hohness is

a

moral love

change begins to

take

on

its true center, Jesus Christ. All of life

harmony when love is focused on Jesus
relationship with God, where

as a

crisis

experience.

the process of redemption

points to

profound moral

the need for

a

a

second work of

seen as a

different type

(347). The "secondness"

or

mathematical

kmd of step in

is related to the human

psyche; the psyche responds to the need for a fiirther work of

grace. A second crisis is understood

personality is united in total love
under the

sees

The "secondness" is not

sequence of "blessings", rather it

response of the

(158).

place (182).

A relational view of holiness stiU
grace

a

Christ

to

as

"a

point in life where the

entire

God, where the divided heart is made

Lordship of Christ and double motives

are

cleansed"

(351).

one
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This

enough the

theological approach is
"essence"

sin becomes

a

or

often criticized

as

taking seriously

not

"substance" of the carnal nature. The eradication of

gradual process rather than a crisis experience ( Grider ES 98).

Synthesis of these views.
Both the revivalistic and relational

understanding of how
have

either/or

an

synthesis

be

can

a

may teach the doctrine. It is felt that

approach to theology. However, why

of teaching

They provide

one

theology bring a needed

both/and

a

can

a

revivalistic fervor and

manner.

In essence, the call to

experience that is

an

With response to the conflict that these two views

church, the following observations

are

applicable.

can

arts educative banches are trained in
overcome

a

relational

the tension this creates,

theology is needed. Where does

one

a

for

today.

create in the

The churches

revivalistic in tradition while many of the young ministers

but

a

One does not negate the other.

approach?

holiness remains constant and it remains

relational

there not be

balanced corrective for the other view. A relational theology

preached with

tension. To

should

one

are

entering the

liberal

theology thus creating a
synthesis

begin to

of revivalistic and

create that

synthesis,

through the educational system of the Church.
It

was

noted that

Century revival, the

following the Civil War and prior to the Nineteenth

vast

majority of clergy within the Methodist Episcopal

Church had less than ten years

indoctrinated in holiness

day.

This

greatly

pastoral experience.

These ministers

evangehsm or teaching within the

affected the

were

not

seminaries of the

preaching of entire sanctification,

as a

second

work of grace, within the Methodist church.

Within the educational system of the Church of the Nazarene,

holiness classes
need to

are

mainly taught from a relational perspective.

place more emphasis

on

There is

preaching holiness evangehstically

or

a

usmg
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the revivahstic mode. How the doctrine is

taught within the educational

system does greatly affect the local churches.
What is needed is

Wesleyan dynamic
not been

an

of love

approach to teach

as

understanding of the

taught or understood properly by many Nazarenes. Many

fiilly love

God and man, all at

for progress

or

a

panacea for all of life's

once.

growth in grace.

still the process of maturing,

is enabled to

one

Entire sanctification is
a

growth in grace

or

iUs;

assume

However, this assumption does

process. The heart is made pure, cleansed in

after the

proper

the definition of entire sanctification. This has

that the second crisis becomes

room

a

both/and

a

moment of time;

that takes

not leave

place

yet there is
before and

experience.

Sometimes the

popular theology

overshadows the proper

understanding

of the doctrine. Those within the church should heed the words of one of its
foremost modem

theologians:

"It follows from this that

we

ought not expect

overmuch from the grace of entire sanctification. Neither should
too little"

(

Grider ES

we

expect

113).

Summarv of Chapter.
The Church of the Nazarene is
from

a

movement

blazing in the

a

church that is in process of fransition

fires of revivahsm to

seeking to proclaim "scriptural holiness"
fransition

period the

church is

an

intemational

to all the world.

body

During this

seeking a spiritual foundation for its

Spiritual formation is fradition seeking expression in our world

fradition.

and it may

provide the Church of the Nazarene with an adequate base for teaching tiie
doctrine of entire sanctification.
The Church of the Nazarene has

a

rich

heritage both in the nineteenth

century revivalistic theology and in the relational theology of John Wesley.
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These became the basis of the

project using spiritual formation programs to

teach entire sanctification.
In the

preceding chapters

a

foundation has been laid

doctrine of entire sanctification and
formation. The next

chapter will

approach to spiritual formation
a

local

setting.

a

proper

understanding of spiritual

look at the Denver

and the

regarding the

City project,

as one

teaching of entire sanctification within
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CHAPTER 5
The Denver

City

chapter introduces

This

Church of the Nazarene

the Denver

City Church of the Nazarene

project. The project triangulates the teaching
local church

City, is

Figure

5.1

gives

metropolitan

one

areas.

a

small rural

community on the plains

the location of Denver
From the map

approximately ninety miles

from

distances to

Hobbs,

shop

at

one

of the

is

was

one

can

changed in

Denver

after

be

a

City is

direction and

community of over twenty-five

major mefropolitan

City was modeled

the Church of the Nazarene
of the church

that Denver

Lubbock, Texas, in

are

of west Texas.

in relation to other

New Mexico. It is not unusual for

Seagraves and Seminole, Texas,
Denver

City

one can see

Midland-Odessa in the other. The nearest
thousand is

of entire sanctification in the

and small group ministries.

worship, Sunday schools,

Denver

Project

people to

areas.

drive

long

The towns of

City's nearest neighbors.

square mile system. The locations of

seen on

figure

5.2. The

original

location

1959 from Fourth Sfreet to Avenue B, where it

today.
Denver

City has

government is

a

a

home rule type of goverrmient. The

municipal

council-manager type. The City Council is the governing and

lawmaking body consisting of six

councihnen and

a

mayor (Community

Profile 6).

The 1990

census

shows it has

(Community Survey 1992).
characteristics'

The

a

population of 5,

foUowing figure

projections based on the

5.3

145 persons

gives the population

1980 U. S. Census (Profile

10).
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Figure
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Figure 5.3: POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS
1980

1985

1990

2000

Persons

4,704

5,130

5,145

5,693

Households

1,559

1,710

1,718

1,898

White

68.2%

63.9%

61.2%

56.4%

Black

1.6%

1.7%

1.9%

2.2%

Hispanic

29.3%

33.4%

35.7%

39.9%

0.9%

1.0%

1.2%

1.5%

Male

2,382

2,616

2,644

2,932

Female

2,322

2,514

2,510

2,761

$18,442

$21,689

$24,942

$32,985

27

26.5

27

26

Ethnicity:

Other
Sex:

Household
Income:

Median

Age:
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These
Denver

City

projections
are

main economic

tied to the

source

discovered in Yoakum

(Yoakum County
In

1938,

Company (19).

are

a

amazingly close

to

petroleum industry.

for this

general

area

The

reality.
The

demographics

petroleum industry is the

of west Texas. Oil

County on October 10, 1935,

on

town

began, being named after the

Denver

the Bennett Ranch

City was

one

of the

Denver

Denver Oil and

CO2 plant,

economy.

this is

an

plant is expected to

Denver

City owes its existence to the

In addition Denver

by

as

are

is also the site of the world's

one

on

largest

recovery process, and another

of the finest school systems

quality education with

Many local activities

system. Activities focusing
and band

a

for about 75%

1995.

City has

in the United States. It offers
small school system.

City

experimental petroleum

be buih

Refining

original "boom towns," caused

petroleum industry (Survey 1992). The oil industry accounts
City's

was

12).

by the discovery of petroleum.

of Denver

of

are

anywhere

all the benefits of a

focused around the school

football, basketball, track, intramural sports,

heavily attended by the townsfolk. Other group activities such

Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, Little League, and Little Dribblers

are

very

popular with the townspeople.
Denver

City has fourteen Protestant

Church. There

are

two churches from the

churches and

Roman Catholic

one

Wesleyan fradition.

The United

Methodist Church and the Church of the Nazarene. The Church of the
Nazarene is the

one

chosen for this

project.

Denver City Church of the Nazarene

The Church of the Nazarene in Denver

ladies

City began in

1940 when two

appointed by the Abilene District Superintendent Rev.

John

Knight
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started revival

nights,

two

meetings in the pubhc school building. The revival lasted for

until the school board voted that there would be

services there except
the Denver
one

City Church of the Nazarene

members present
The church

has

thirty-five

The

a

high

21, 1941, with thirty-

average

morning worship for

1992 is

thirty-

Sunday

forty-two.

School is
The

membership is approximately thirty-eight years.

background of the membership

majority of members

are

is 94% white and 6%

upper middle-class workers. Who

well-educated group. Almost all have

have

college backgrounds and degrees. Several families

very involved in

very

in

weekly attendance

are a

are

from

of fifty-six members in 1970. In 1992-1993 it

members. The average

thirty-eight and the

Hispanic.

Knight organized

membership has varied throughout the years,

members in 1941 to

The ethnic

on, December

religious

(8).

one

average age of the

Rev. John

Sundays (Hanneman 5).

on

no

community

a

high

school

diploma;

some

have children who

activities. All the families of the church

are

community oriented.
The Denver

City Church receives members by profession of faith, and

by transfer of membership from one church to another. The church holds two
revival services each year, in the Fall and

Spring. Being one

bom in the revivalist tradition, revivals hold

a

prominent role

of the churches
in the

spiritual

life and outlook of the church.
The other ministries of the church include:
programs. Children's

age level

Church, Sunday moming and evening worship.

ministries, and Wednesday night Bible studies. There
group ministries such

Ladies

Sunday School

as:

are

men's prayer group that meets

also

some

once a

Teen

small

week.

Inspirational Fellowship Time(LIFT), and Couples for Christ (a

singing group). Special

events such as Easter and

Christmas,

are

always
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highlighted during the year.

Several times the children have put

programs for these events.

Couple's For Christ performed a Christmas

Cantata in 1992.

Other

Special days

fellowship gatherings

are

occur

highlighted
at least

once a

Financially speaking, the church has
its assessed

and

preaches
a

"faith

uses

promise"

budgets.
method

"budgets"

m

also

an

as

together

times for

fellowship.

quarter.

outstanding record of paying all

full every year. The Church of the Nazarene

the "tithe" system of finance. Local churches may also

method of giving above and

The Denver

City

Church does

use

use

beyond the tithes to meet the

the "tithe" and "faith

promise"

together.

The church

polity is

declared in the Manual of the Church of the

Nazarene 1989 edition. The local church is

consisting

of nine members

congregational reflection
Design of the

plus

group

governed by a church board

the pastor. This board functioned

(CRG)

in the

as

the

project.

project

Spiritual formation in the local church is different from the spiritual
formation of an individual. On

an

individual level

responsibility for their own spiritual development.
one assumes

one

must take

It is

vastly different when

responsibility for the spiritual development of a body of

believers.
The concept of "spiritual formation" is
Nazarene tradition.

official

Spiritual

foreign to those witliin the

formation themes have been

appearing in the

publications of the Church of the Nazarene just in the last two years.

This

project was developed using two guides, the John Wesley model

presented in Chapter three, and Frank Bateman Stanger's Spiritual Formation
m

the Local Church.
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Stanger defmes spiritual formation
the traditional

as:

"growth in holiness, employing

of spiritual devotion and

means

discipline" (Stanger 16).

Stanger, having designed the spiritual formation model for a larger church,
provides

invaluable

insight in the process

notes there are three

formation

Those three factors
of the Denver

on

spiritual

Stanger

spiritual

are

indeed essential and

they

did

figure

into the outcome

City model.

the

spiritually (55).
the

model.

project must be intentional, structured, and disciplined.

Spiritual formation must be
automatic

a

essential characteristics needed for any

A

project.

of designing

personal
The

hfe that

or

intentional.

Spiritual growth is not

corporate level. One

Wesleyan synergism
people must

must have

says that there

are

a

desire to grow

certain

things

in

do for themselves, God will not do it all

(56).
Therefore, spiritual formation must be structured, otherwise it will
be carried out

level, "One

effectively (61). This is true

must

on a

personal

structured

plan needs

to have

spiritual

turn takes

formation

a

activity" (62).

A

clearly defined parameters and be Christ-

centered in its focus in order to be effective
A

and corporate

continually bear in mind the necessity of maintaining

wholesome balance between the interior life and outward

not

(63).

project must also be disciplined. Discipline

in

commitment, regularity, and continuity in one's devotional

practices, causing spiritual growth (65). Spiritual formation

is not

a one

experience deal, but a life of devotion. These were three key factors within
the

development of the program.
After

give

some

developing a program for a larger church, Dr. Stanger was

sage advice about the

planning process itself:

able to
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"Don't expect to get off the ground in planning unless you help people
understand at the very beginning exactly what is being talked about.

personal and corporate conviction that spiritual
formation must become a priority in the program of the total church.
We must recognize and deal with the reasons for initial resistance to the
development of a church wide plan of spiritual formation.
Too often programs fail or have operated in a mediocre manner because
there was not adequate communication before the program was launched"
(104-106).
There must be both

a

The local church board served
and

they

gave

the first CRG

input

into the

meeting

a

design

There

were

as

congregational

reflection group,

of the program and the

proposal

was

goals for it.

presented.

At

The

being the church board.

project

several

goals for the Denver City Project

how the doctrine of entire sanctification

local

the

brief outline of the

CRG will be noted henceforth
Goals of the

as

was

each

focusing on

taught and understood by the

congregation. The goals included:
Designing programs

that

Designing the programs

can

be used to teach the doctrine.

around the needs of the local church.

Enhancing the use of small

groups within the church.

Enhancing the spiritual life and formation of the church members.
Improving the pastoral preaching skiUs of the doctrine.
Using spiritual

formation

techniques to design the programs.

Increasing the evangelistic
A model

Wesley,

key

areas

in

was

outreach of the local church.

developed reflecting that which was suggested by John

Chapter Three. The model triangulated the teaching around three

in the

spiritual hfe of the laity: The proclamation of holiness in the

worship services, teaching the doctrine from two different perspectives

in the
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Adult

the
Sunday School classes, and the development of small groups using

"Great

Wesley Experiment"

This

as a

devotional guide.

loosely follows Wesley's pattem of proclamation to the

masses,

the formation of the United Societies bands and classes. The small group
ministries

were on a

will be evaluated in
The

strictly voluntary basis.

Chapter Six.

project occurred during the faU quarter of 1991

quarterly system to give
Sunday school materials
school

an

are

also based

on

the

It

was

based

on a

teachings.

quarterly system. The Sunday

the quarter system

complete the project.

school hterature used is in

.

extended exposure to the doctrinal

being part of the model made

frame in which to

approach

The weakness of this

helpful

time

as a

The table of contents for the

Sunday

appendix D.

Denver Citv Model

The Denver

City model was pattemed after John Wesley's

methodology of proclamation through worship, teaching, and small
The components of the model included

worship,

spiritual life bookshelf, corporate

and small groups. These small groups

voluntary groups using the

and

a

"Great John

were

Sunday School classes

Wesley Experiment."

triangulated the teaching of the doctrine within the corporate
church. The

groups.

This model

life of the local

methodology presented an exposure to revivalistic

and relational

modes of teaching.
D. Elton Tmeblood

was once

asked, "If you had

to start your

mmistry

again in a local church what would you do?" Tmeblood stated, "above
everything else I would strive to get the Spiritual Classics into the hands of
my

people."

to make
was

When

designing this model,

available the

"Spiritual Classics"

one

of the aspects of the model

to the

congregation.

was

A bookshelf

provided that contained books from the classical authors, books

on
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spiritual fonnation,
these books is

and books written

The

pulpit.

preaching and the
fraditions.

was

subject of holiness.

the

proclamation of the doctrine

proclamation focused around both the revivalist styles of

relational. Some

During this time

sermons

frame the

focusing on

of the messages

preached by this author

The Denver

exercised

also

are

in

of both

exposed to

sermon

outlines

appendix A.

City model was heavily concenfrated around the Sunday
church, each one focused

on a

approach to teaching holiness.

One adult class used the

WordAction

quarterly materials prepared by the

Pubhshing company. This

class consisted of adults in the 40-80

year old range, the average age of class members
were

Arminian

denominations

developed by

theological heritage.

the class to

come

to

a

better

doctrine of holiness to
The age

The

being

having a common Wesleyan"To

objective was:

everyday living" (Van Note

grouping of the second

being 36. They are known

the

teaching of holiness

on

55. The lesson

help

each member of

understanding of how to apply the Biblical

age

Keith

synthesis

the message of holiness. The

school. Two adult classes exist within the

outlines

a

congregation was

revival services

different

A list of

the

presented in appendix C.

The second part of the model
from the

on

as

the

class

was

and Miller

20-40 year

3).

olds, the median

dialog class. The dialog class centered

two books:

Holiness for Ordinary

People, by

Drury; and Positive Holiness, by Ken Abraham. The table of contents

for these books
relational

are

in

appendix D.

The material in this class

was on a

teaching of holiness.

The "Great John

Wesley Experiment"

small group ministries. This is also known
program which is based

on

three

principles.

was

as

used

as

the framework for

"The Ten Brave Christians"

If one puts God first in their
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lives

they

will

be the

never

same

again. Secondly, puttmg God first requires

self discipline, self-control, and self surrender.

changed you will never again desire

Finally,

once

your life has

to return to the old ways of living

(Morris 5).
designed by a church in Tallahassee, Florida uses small

This program
groups to

The outline of the program calls for ten

strengthen the spiritual hfe.

brave Christians who will:
"Who will meet

each week to pray together.
two hours of time each week to God.

Who will

once

give
(self-surrender)
give God 1/10 of earnings during this month, (self-denial)
spend 5:30-6:00 each moming in prayer and meditation.

Who will

Who will

(self-control)
Who will witness for God their
This program

experience to

slightly modified for use

was

others"

in the

(8).

project.

Consequently the time frame for prayer and meditation was left to
discretion of the

participants.

The program

participate, participation being on
Devotional
Ye

open to

as

guides used by the Church of the Nazarene

Also, people

were

New converts

encouraged to

were

lead

as

wanted to

start a

through the

Chic Shaver. The outiine of this bible

study

entitled Come

to take home and

use on a

daily

personal spiritual journal
noted in

pulpit. The benefits of using a spiritual joumal was

sermons.

many

voluntary basis.

Apart was made available for individuals

basis.
the

a

was

the

from

some

series Basic Bible Studies,

series is in

by

appendix D.

Summarv
This is the framework of the Denver
and the

teaching

City Model

of entire sanctification. How does

effectiveness of these

programs?

An

one

for

spiritual formation

evaluate the

adequate measurement instrument had
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to be

developed.

A survey

using

a

Likert scale

More will be discussed about that in the next

was

developed for the project.

chapter.
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CHAPTER 6

Evaluating the Denver City Model
Evaluation is

a

major component of this project model

program witliin the local church. How does

Evaluation of the

evaluate

of any

spirituality?

participation of those witliin the program is easier than

evaluating the effectiveness
guidelines

one

as

of the program itself

in the evaluation process. The

Stanger gives

some

helpful

questions that should be considered

are:

"What

doing to learn whether we are meeting the needs of
those attending our groups?
What are we doing to help people think for themselves, which is so
essential in the process of spiritual growth?
Are we providing an atmosphere of openness?
Is our attitude toward those we are trying to help an authentic expression
of our own participation in spiritual formation?
What are we doing to foster a spirit of community" (Spiritual Formation
118)?
are we

Stanger also

notes that when

whether the program
be

was

suited to the

done, and what is done

(118)? Indeed,
congregation,

evaluating the program one needs

to

congregation,

guarantee

if the program is

then it should be

one

a

what revisions need to

long range continuance

of spiritual formation for

ongoing,

since

to ask

spiritual

a

of the

plan

local

formation itself is

ongoing.
Theological Reflections
The

on

teaching of the

been the focus of this

denominationally

This paper has

doctrine of entire sanctification

project.

does not

Many churches have

the Project

a

or

holiness has

How the doctrine has been understood

always equal

the

understanding on the local level.

"pop theology" approach to understanding holiness.

explored

some

of the

assumptions of the

doctrine

(Chapter
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Two), but what were

the effects of the

congregation? These reflections
before and after the

project.

project theologically upon this

will be

on

congregational understanding

the

These reflections

are

based upon

personal

observations.
Reflections
The

worship

Worship

on

proclamation and teaching of entire sanctification through the

services

was one

of the

primary components

Everyone witliin the project received the
components of the study focused
of holiness
the entire

teaching. The

some

preached many

relational in nature

relational view stresses

such

as

these ministers teach

a

taught throughout

Nazarene Church

of which the vast

majority

prior to the project. The

some

been

exposure to the doctrine.

Many

exposed to the teaching of popular

Stanley, Robert Tilton, and others.

Each of

varying views of holiness.

congregation, prior to the project,

Christ. One person

viewed holiness

expressed the view that

grace is received at the moment of justification. Several

new

the church would have had limited exposure to the doctrine.
six to

styles

daily walk with Christ and growing in grace. Prior

Charles

Some within the

daily walk with

sermons

entire sanctification

congregation had also

televangehsts

a

a

on

project the congregation had

within the

attending

relational

exposure to the doctrine.

The pastor had

to this

or

doctrine of entire sanctification is
anyone

project.

teaching. The other

either the revivalistic

denomination, consequently,

will have had

were

on

same

of the

as

every work of

famihes within

Approximately

eight persons who attended worship services did not attend either of the

classes

or

The

small groups.
sermons

(Appendix A) were varied

revivalistic style. The style, whether relational

as

or

to the relational or

revivalistic, is noted on
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each

sermon.

There

was

also

a

five

day revival focused entirely

on

revivalistic teaching.
After the

project interviews were conducted informally with six

different individuals. One person said

they feh that the doctrine

was

essentially the Wesleyan version of eternal security. When asked about the
view that

one can

"but that is
view that

lose their sanctification and/or salvation, the

unlikely if your truly sanctified."

The person who

expressed the

everything is received at conversion did not change that view.

For many, their

receive the

experience

previous views

did not

of entire sanctification

change.

entire sanctification

as an

establishing

Two persons did

during the project parameters.

They expressed a deep irmer need to experience
saw

reply was

grace

God's best for their lives and

empowering their

lives for

service to Christ.

Reflections

on

There

two aduh classes which

different

were

The Classes

perspectives.

One class used the fraditional

(Appendix D) which focused
utilized

a

taught the doctrine from the

on

Sunday School literature

the revivalistic mode. The other class

dialog method and holiness books (Appendix D) focusing on the

relational mode. The members of the fraditional class consisted of those who
have been in the church for

some

length of time.

The

dialog class

mainly of newer couples within the church which had less

teaching of the

consisted

exposure to the

doctrine.

The teacher of the

teaching was important.

dialog class expressed the view that holiness

For this teacher

living the life of holiness was

more

important than the crisis experience. The books and class discussions tended
to

sfrengthen this view. The teacher was asked about the need for

enter the

a

crisis to

experience. The teacher replied "God works differently with
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different people,

some

experience

a

crisis;

some

may grow into the

experience."
The teacher of the traditional class

of the

possibilities

excited about the

project and the teaching of the doctrine. This teacher would

view that while there is
the

was

growth in

grace, there is

experience. That way would be through

a

only one way to

crisis

express the

enter into

experience following

entire consecration.

The

of both

project tended to reaffirm the views held by teachers

classes. The students tended to accept the views of their teachers, but not
without reservations
sanctification

as

on some

"Christian

issues. These issues

Most students

perfection."

concept of perfection. When perfection
than

Reflections

was more

acceptable.

on

the Small

Groups

The intention of the small groups

practices using the
at the

material but

was

it

perfect living,

"Great John
no

groups

usually

was

focused

struggle

explained

to enhance

as

perfect

love rather

personal devotional

formed. One person said: "I

joumaling and this material was not that different from what I

expressed the view that there

with the

Wesley Experiment." Several persons looked

were

Others, who took the material,

on

gave

no

was no

indication of its usage.

am

am

akeady

doing."

Many

appropriate time during the week to

form the groups.
Personal Reflections

This

project caused very profound changes within my theological and

experiential outlook on teaching the doctrine of entire sanctification. The
unportance of the doctrine witliin one's spiritual life
Entire sanctification is

Wesleyan fradition.

a

The

cannot be overstated.

cardinal doctrine of the Nazarene Church and the

importance of the doctrine has remained constant
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within my

have

life, preaching and teaching. My views

undergone
I

was

changes

some

of the

the doctrine however

project.

raised within the revivalistic tradition of the Church of the

preaching of entire sanctification was

Nazarene. I believed that the

for the

result of this

as a

on

problems of the church. Relational theology however,

majority

theology is

of my educational
than just

more

project helped to verify personally that more than
teaching holiness was

a

lifestyle.

This

revivalistic method to

a

more

than just

a

second work of grace, it is

to be lived. In conversations with other Nazarene

have stated that

the basis

needed.

Entire sanctification is

lifestyle

panacea

training. Sanctification within relational

method of reaching holiness it is

a

was

a

something more

a

ministers, several

preaching a crisis

is needed than just

experience. This project has verified that supposition that something more
needed in

teaching the

doctrine. Somehow,

that entire sanctification is
press

on

a

one

must convey the message

day by day walk with

towards holiness, holiness is not

an

is

Jesus Christ. One must

arrival

point but just the

beginning of the greatest experience of the Christian walk.
An Instrument of Evaluation.
A Likert scale has been used in the past to
programs such

as

evalaution for this

Some

theology"

one.

I decided to

develop such

a

was

were

are

as a means

that the doctrine of entire sanctification is not

properly within the church. Many have been affected by

or

conflicting views

many

of

prevalent in the design of the evaluation

of other churches. In

a

"pop

fact, the doctrine is the

cardinal doctrine of the Church of the Nazarene and is

there

scale

evaluate

project (Appendix B).

assumptions

instrument. One
understood

this

effectively

widely preached, yet

misconceptions in the understanding of the doctrine.
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Conflicting concepts of holiness withm the Church of the Nazarene
Christian world

as a

whole

causes

these

and

misconceptions (Conflicting

Concepts 6-8).
Another

assumption was that there

of preaching and

change

was a

teaching this doctrine

as a

preached

and assumed

messages

on

in the

change

in the methods

preaching to relational teaching.
tenets of the doctrine were used

questions focused upon what is generally

by Nazarene ministers

as

they prepare evangelistic

holiness.

underl)dng thesis was that the knowledge and practice

congregation

included

a

the last few decades. The

change. The basic

basis for the survey. The

The

over

transition from revivalistic

The survey reflected that

had been

could be judged

evangelistic preaching

doctrine. The

by the

perspectives. Revival services

evaluation instrument. The model

of holiness and relational

congregation heard the
were

congregation would be exposed to

doctrine

held

more

of holiness

taught

one

of the

from several

during this time

than

teaching

so

preacher's

that the

views

on

the

doctrine.
Another
both

assumption was

that

spiritual formation can be experienced on

personal and corporate levels. Corporate experiences

bring the

person mto the

that several would

come

experience
to

of entire sanctification. One

experience

evangehstically.

sanctification includes

sanctification is
one's self

an

In

hope was

this work of grace within their lives.

Ministers in the Church of the Nazarene
holiness

could be used to

are

expected to preach

evangelistic (revivalistic) preaching of entire

invitation to accept this work of grace. Entire

conditional, the condition being the entire consecration of

Furthermore, the work of grace

is

accepted by faith less it become
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a

matter of works-righteousness.

for those

wishing to experience

One

During the project, altar calls were given

this second work.

assumption was that there

entire sanctification. One

some were

akeady in the experience of

hope was that those who had previously

experienced it would be strengthened within and grow in
assumption was
cause a

that holiness

spiritual uplift

Holiness

in

encourage the sanctified and

preaching would

within the church.

preaching has

Wesleyan revival

grace. Another

caused great revivals in the past, both in the

England and the Holiness revival

in America. Richard

Taylor claimed:
"The right kind of holiness preaching can be expected to~
Promote greater stability and decrease backsliding;
Increase regular attendance, especially in the prayer meeting;
Sharpen a sense of stewardship, resulting in improved finances;
Deepen a spirit of fellowship and harmony, thus releasing a pastor's
energies for positive outreach;
Intensify a concern for the lost, thus creating firm backing for revival
campaigns, missions, and every aggressive enterprise;
Result in more young people hearing and answering the call to fulltime Christian service(does the current shortage of missionary candidates
and young preachers suggest a lack of effective holiness

preacliing?)(Taylor's question,

but it is still valid

today);
church, public worship and right down
smallest committee meeting" (Preachmg Holiness 1 8).
in

Elevate the entire tone of the
to the

The survey

was

inherent weaknesses

designed based

were

on

these

assumptions. Several

present in the design of the evaluation instrument

which may have accounted for its failure. These will be

more

fiilly explored

in the next section.
The results of the survey

Thirty-six questionnakes

were

given to the members of the

congregation during the service of worship

on

August 1 1,

1991

.

Four of the
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surveys

were

returned. Several weaknesses witliin the instruments

design

caused this lack of response.
One

was

that within such

a

smaU

group it

homogeneous

was

difficult to

protect the anonymity of the person taking the survey. Some of the questions
could have been used better in

a

member

larger setting. Questions

"

feel reluctant to

Those

up such

give

as:

"Are you

a

guest" and "If a

^regular attendee

member, for how long?

naturally

such

participating

in the survey would

personal information without being

of how it would be used.

aware

Another factor

was

the

design of the questions.

have been broader in scope. For

example,

"Does the

The

questions should
of the

major purpose

Church of the Nazarene consist of preaching the doctrine of entire

sanctification

as a

worded: "The

preaching of entire

second work of grace?", could

been

possibly have

sanctification is the cardinal doctrine of the

Church of the Nazarene."
Another
have been

People

hindering factor was that the evaluation instrument

distributed, answered, and returned within the

were

asked to filled it out

flaw in the way the instrument
evaluation instruments
and

implementation

been

prevented

or

were

on

was

their

own

employed. Only four of the

returned. This reflected

by pre-testing the

service.

and return it later. This

a

was a

distributed

problem in the planning

of the evaluation instrument. This

alleviated

same

should

problem

could have

instrument with the church

board.

The four surveys, which
One

was

were

returned, showed

completely against the concept

view,

one

variation of views.

of entire sanctification

work of grace. This person believed that
work of grace. In this

a

as a

second

everything was received at the

first

tended to mature and grow in grace, but this
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person did not

see

entire sanctification

that all the

questions

experience

was

"second work." This person feh

irrelevant to the Christian hfe since the first

were

all that

as a

was

needed to make it to heaven.

Another person feh that sanctification
with the Lord. As

one

was a

walked with the Lord, the

every aspect of Christian

The

living.

result of daily

walking

Holy Spirit would guide

"baptism of the Holy Spirit"

was

m

not

a

causal factor of entire sanctification.
The inherent weaknesses of the evaluation instrument made it
necessary to

rely

on

personal observations

evaluation instrument should have been
the

as a

method of evaluation. The

pre-tested before being introduced

to

congregation. This would have shown the weaknesses of the evaluation

instrument and it could have been

strengthened before

distribution.

Sunday School: An Evaluation
A second

component of the Denver City Model

doctrine in

Sunday School.

shared and

taught in small

Christian

John

Wesley found that holiness could best be

groups such

perspectives,

Personal interviews

were

Consequently, these interviews
an

teaching the

as

the "bands" and "classes."

experience is better caught than taught. The doctrine was taught

from two different

to be

was

important aspect

a

relational view and

revivalistic view.

conducted with two persons from each class.
discovered that the

of their

spiritual

informal and often conducted at the coffee

recognized the scriptural call

a

to live

a

laity understood holuiess

lives. The interviews

were

shop. Those interviewed

Christlike life and to be

"holy as God is

holy."

by

One person

expressed the view that entire sanctification was beheved

to be the

"Nazarene version of eternal security." They thought that

some

once

you have

it,

you have made it

spiritually.

This view

was

quite
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intriguing. Because,

in the

early years

Calvinistic churches leaned toward
NCR

to eternal

sanctified holiness

security. Once,

lifestyle was

to be one of looking for eternal

today,
are

are

desiring to have

looking for answers

in

The Great John Weslev
In

promise because

copied

the

all that

world that

looked at

were

of small group

prevailing view was that living a
was

required. Now, the

view appears

seems so

heaven.

were

They

uncertain.

An Evaluation

dynamics.
were

The details of the

plan

were ever

were

interested. Two midweek prayer

used to present the outline of the program. Several

it, but no groups

There

Calvinistic

this component seemed like it held the most

and disseminated to any who

meetings

a more

security regardless of the lifestyle. Christians

Experiment:

planing the model,

turning towards

are

spkitual life that will get them to

a

a

Wesleyan-Arminian views (Dieter

more

18-21). Many Christians today

approach

of the holiness movement, the

people

formed.

several inherent weaknesses of the

proposed program that

may have aborted its effectiveness. One such weakness may have been that

the formation of the groups

were

of groups. All aspects of the
more

effective

was no

activities.

strictly

intentional formation

on a

voluntary basis.

home Bible

start

a

group from the

apparent interest in formmg such

a

group.

were

was

for the fiftieth

the

given to

Everyone

was so

pulpit,

but

anniversary of the church were ongoing at the
a

conflict with commitment to the

busy leaving little time for any

A

study using this

timing of the project itself The

inception of the program. This created
program.

to be

would have been to start

Another weakness

preparations

plan were

no

a

means

outline. Several invitations
there

left to chance with

"other" church
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This

material, if used, just

individual. It gets them into the
God's Word.

on a

personal level,

is of great benefit to the

scriptures, joumaling and meditating on

Many lay members had already possessed established

devotional habits. This program is
Christians established

designed primarily

spuitually and developing

who seemed most interested in it

were new

as a

their

tool to get

spiritual

new

life. Those

converts.

Miscellaneous Devotional Aids.
A bookshelf of Christian

formation books

was

classics. Holiness writings, and spiritual

placed in a easily

accessible

Due to the fact that the church does not have

from the

a

wide spectrum of writing

One of the

sfrengths

of this

Apart,

other books. Come Ye

a

Apart is

were

formation.

of the program

was

give

a

the

availability of

guide,

print and available.

was

made available with the

daily devotional printed by the Nazarene

a

used.

spuitual

were

widely used by the congregation.

Probably,

more

A

announcements from the

could have stirred greater interest in the books. One

have been to

came

avidly read missionary study

of these in

devotional

Church. These devotional journals
few of the other books

all the books

Publishing House, Abingdon, Cokesbury

publishers have kept many

The Come Ye

pulpit

on

phase

the holiness classics. The Nazarene

and Schmul

within the church.

The holiness classics and other Christian classics

books and tapes each year.

portrayed

library,

a

The church members

pastor's study.

place

brief infroduction to the books from the

approach may
pulpit to stir

interest.
One of the weaknesses may have been that most of the books
from the pastors
as

the pastor.

quite

a

personal library.

Not all the

laity have the

same

were

preferences

They have been frained to read missionary books, yet there

difference in

is

style between missionary books and Christian classics.
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Another weakness

was

there

the books. This could have been

was

not

of tracking the usage of

a means

accomphshed by means

of a three

by five

card in each book

as a

also have aided

keeping better track of which books were being used.

was

m

sign-out card.

placement of the bookshelf could

The

placed within the foyer of the church, but there

charge

was no one

laity uses joumaling

on a

regular basis

spirituality. This person has shared with the pastor
acted within theh lives

as

some

aid to

of the ways God has
a

of mspiration and has aided the dissertation process. He has been

Evaluation of the Dissertation
The old

is

as an

reflected in the joumal. This person has been

surrogate spiritual advisor since the

plan."

person in

of tracking the usage of the books.

One of the

source

It

adage

The Denver

right for this

move

a

from Arkansas.

Project.

is tme which says, "No

City model is

still in the

local church. It is not

a

one

plans to fail, they fail to

ongoing process

failure! The basic

of seeking what

premise

still holds

tme.

Spiritual formation techniques
docfrine of entire sanctification. The

and programs

spiritual

can

hfe is

an

be used to teach the

ongoing joumey with

Likewise, the goal of Christiikeness is what all Christians

Jesus Christ.

are

striving towards. The call to holiness insures the need for spuitual disciplmes
within one's life.
Holiness is
one's life to God.

a

gift of grace that is dependent on

Living the holiness lifestyle

is

a

an

entire consecration of

walk with God

day by day

fiiU of the

possibilities for Christian growth and service. Spiritual formation

helps

to

one

understand

development.

spirituality as well

as

all the

dynamics of human
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The outward resuhs of this

project are disappointing, yet the premise

holds true. Spiritual formation is stiU
several have

come

During

to

experience this work of grace within their lives.

revival service,

a

ongoing at the Denver City Church and

one

person claimed and witaessed to the

experience of sanctification. This man experienced entire sanctification as the
result of a crisis

experience through revivahstic preaching. This experience

typically fits

the revivalistic mode.

that

a

one

at an

has

need

Components

of this mode include:

spiritually, and responding to the

call to receive this grace

altar of prayer.
A little later his spouse

received the

experience

The conversion

was

converted, and sanctified. His spouse

of entire sanctification

experience

her spouse. This

change

came

in his

through

through the changes

lifestyle sparked the

a

relational mode.

in the

understanding of the doctrine of entire sanctification,
experience this

grace. While

serve on

Now

better

she desired to
where the

of holiness, the spouse entered into

they are strong lay leaders

within the

congregation

and

the church board.

One of the

questions in evaluating the project was,

to learn whether we are

This has been
This

a

with

experience

attending a teaching conference,

speaker referred to the relational aspects
experience.

relationship

deske to

God's grace for herself As she grew in grace and received

the

Seeing

a

"what

meeting the needs of those attending

are we

our

doing

groups?"

learning process for both the pastor and the church board.

project has helped:
The church board and pastor to

plaimmg.
board. In

see

the need for

adequate joint-

It has fostered open lines of communication between pastor and
some

churches previously served by the pastor, the church board

shouldered administrative

responsibilities while the pastor alone was
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responsible for the spirituality of the church. This church board and pastor
have been

learning to shoulder both responsibilities together.

The
program

Change

project is also helping to foster

or

ministry is

may not

not

always

meeting needs,

come

ministries within the church
the board is that

All

projects

This would

are

people may

Whatever it takes to

without

evangehstic

come

as

the

teaching the doctrine.

appropriate for this
in

can

be very

deepest desire of

willing to try.

of an

helpftil

properly.

adequate
if it is

mstrument

properly

project suited to the congregation?

Sunday

classes, these

school

The Great John

tune. In another

setting and

were

Some of

very

Wesley experiment was
a

not

different time it could prove

cultivating a renewal in one's spiritual hfe.

The holiness message is still very much
of this local church. Holiness
message of the Church of the

and

of all

implemented.

the programs were, such

helpfiil

church is

require the design and implementation

and

in

in nature. The

goals

ministries of the church should be evaluated

Were the programs of this

helpfiil

difficulties. The

to know Jesus Christ in his fiilhiess.

of evaluation. A Likert scale survey

prepared

change. If a

attitude towards

the church is not afraid of change.

some

accomplish this, the

or

an

a

part of the ongoing ministry

evangelism wiU continue being the

cardinal

Nazarene; however, the methods of preaching

teachmg entfre sanctification are changing.

The fransition seeks to

fiilly

understand tiie Weslevan doctrine of entfre sanctification. This docfrine is

relational and the relational aspects of tiie doctrine needs to be
from the

pulpits.

What is needed is

a

synthesis

proclaimed

of relational and revivalistic

tiieology. Entire sanctification is not only a day by day relationship, it is
crisis

experience, than can be experienced in a moment of time.

Recommendations for Future

Projects

a
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In

of the

light

recommendations

experience of the

Denver

City Model several

be made:

can

(1) Plan carefully everv aspect of the program with the
committee, and Church board. Allow them to shoulder

more

CRG

responsibility

for the program.

(2) Spend the necessary tune to explain difficult concepts to the CRG.

(3) Do not have
would detract from the

(4) Do

other

at the same time which

project.

not hesitate to

program is not

major projects going on

change

a

evaluation, the

program, if after proper

meeting needs.

(5) Pretest any
(6) Evaluate

evaluation instrument before

the

Post evaluations of the

using.

several different time frames. Pre- Mid-

project at

project would be appropriate.

Concluding Remarks
The Denver

City project is

still

ongoing,

spuitual formation of the congregation.
learned from this

project, yet they are very helpful when it
people to whom one ministers.

failure

I

much

as

see some

An evaluation of the
a

developing

I do not

comes
see

to

the

learning

project as

a

disappointing results of some of the programs.

project is

stiU

ongoing.

Sometunes there must be

distancing of oneself from the project to properly evaluate

difficult to evaluate the

of the

Some difficuh lessons have been

how to work with
as

is the

as

project at

an

it. It

was

earlier time frame, because of the

perceptions of failure. There is disappointment, but no longer a perception of
failure. God is
The

always doing more

people

spuitual growth.

of the Denver

The

than

one can see on

City Church

right type of programs

the surface.

are

very concerned about their

can

minister to those needs. An

example of this is as fohows: "Lmks of Love",

a

small group

undershepherd
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mmistry has developed as
key families

an

project. Links of love has

offshoot of the

They have small

who minister to five other families.
on

been

ministry with guidance from the pastoral staff.

grass roots

Spiritual formation theology

can

give insight into understanding faith

development and program development for the
spuitual formation theology can help

in

In conclusion

more

is

a

premise

of this

some

project.

As

formation will

formation programs

at Denver

long as

the church remains

constantly be ongoing.

a

City

disappointments, yet that

The

spiritual

formation

lot to say, that holiness churches need to hear. "The

Spirit is always doing more underneath the
perceive."

Spuitual

ongoing process

Church of the Nazarene. There have been

fradition has

Likewise,

appropriately with relational theology.

spiritual fonnation

does not invalidate the

local church.

teachmg both the relational and

revivalistic fraditions of entire sanctification.
would tend to relate

group

times of prayer and intercession. Links of love has

meetmgs focusing
a

fow

surface of life than
viable

Holy

we can

ministry then spuitual
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Appendix A:
Holiness Sennon Outlines used in

Text: 1 Peter 1:13-16

Date :

September

1

.

Project

1 99 1

a.m.

Theme: God calls Christians to Holiness

Holiness enables Christians to live

Topic:

establishing

Style:

truly Christian lives. Holmess

is

an

grace.

Relational

hitroduction:
The

apostle Peter feh like

he had failed Jesus after Jesus' arrest

and trial. Three times he denied Jesus before those in the gate of the

High

Priest's house. Later Jesus confronted him and asked him: "Peter do you love
me more

than these."

Suppose you are
to

help the

live in

a

church fit into its

society?

are

trying hard

What do you say to Christians trymg to

world that does not understand?
Peter

pebble.

leader in the church, and you

a

He found

was

an

called

rock but for many years he

establishing grace that made his

He wanted to share that
I. Christians

a

are a

A. Elect

hfe

was more

as

solid

as a

like

rock.

experience with others?
called

people

according to

the

foreknowledge

1 Called out of the
.

of God.

world, but they have

to live in the

world.
2. Christians

struggle with really wanting to fit m.

a
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People draw

3.
to

line and then

a

how close

see

they

can

live

it,
II. Christians need

an

A. Rest your

holy in

establishmg

hope fully

on

grace

the grace that is

you... be

aU your conduct.
1 Be
.

holy for I

2. God

am

B. Holiness is

1.

an

Example

an

works but in

a

24 hour

an

estabhshing grace.

day

of Pentecost.

lifestyle.

infillmg of the Holy Spirit.

establishing grace

A. Holmess is Christlikeness in its

1

Holy God.

grace.

of Peter until the

3. Holiness is the

provides

m

a

live lives of holiness.

estabhshing

2. Holmess is

III. God

Holy. God is

requires us to

3. Holiness is not

.

simplest form.

Separation to God

2. God cleanses
the

brought to

our

through the

hearts from sin

power of

Holy Spirit.
3. The
B. There is

a

1 You
.

2.

cleansing

causes a

change

in

our

lifestyles.

second work of grace available
can

accept it

now, there is

no

better time.

Accept it by faith

3. Allow the

Holy Spirit to cleanse

your life.
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Date:

Text: Ezekiel 36:25

September 8,

1991

a.m.

A New Heart

Topic:

Theme: Holiness

changes

our

hearts from within.

Style: Revivahstic
Introduction:

Story of a restaurant under new management.
given permission by the

to make

owner

The manager

sweeping changes. Ezekiel was God's

prophet to the exiles. God used the prophets to call his people back to
covenant

He

relationship.

Ezekiel

was

given

that

they needed most of all

I. The

Cleansing of the heart.

saw

was

a

a new

vision for the needs of the

the

people.

heart.

A. Hebrew concept of the heart.
1 Heart of the non-Christian is
.

2. The

totally depraved.

prevenient grace of the Holy Spirit

3. God's

people have aheady entered mto

convicts of sin.
a

covenant

relationship with Him.
B. Carnal nature stiU

1

.

we

StiU feel

2. everyone
3.

C. God

reigns

temptation

struggles

something radical is needed.

promises

a

New heart

1 not open heart surgery but
.

2.

Only God

can

a

Pure Heart
A. Heart of Flesh

fransplant

do this.

3. "I will cleanse you from
II. It is

a

dl your filthiness...
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1 Given
.

by the Holy Spirit

2. Pure Heart-Pure intentions towards God
3

Loving God. .neighbor. .myself

.

.

B. It is not absolute
1 There is
.

III. It is

a

2. It is

a

3. It is

an

in the

daily walk
A. It is

more

.

.

.

perfection.

no

such

thing

as

sinless

perfection

condition of the heart towards God and

man.

entire devotion towards God.

Spirit.

than

a one

tune

experience

1 Not just 30 years ago but must be up to date
.

2.
B. A

Walking in the Spirit must be

deep

desire is in

ni. Little
down inside of me

so

I

can

boy to

be

us to

be

done

daily

holy

the teacher: "I wish you could crawl

good like you."
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Text: Isaiah 35:8

Date:

1991

September 22,

a.m.

Topic: The High Way of Holiness
Theme Holmess is

way of hfe to be traveled

a

Style: Relational
Introduction

Story

of man

Traveling on

going bear hunting and ends
a

bad road

up

during a snowstorm,

fanuliar landmarks. Isaiah says that the road
holiness. The lines have been laid out for

being hunted.
one

has to look for

to Heaven is a

highway

of

us.

I. The way of Holmess

A.

Every Church believes
1. There

B. John

are some

m some

form of holiness.

conflictmg views

Wesley and Holmess

1. Holiness is God's standard and God's grace.
C. You need to

come

to

see

your heart's need for

a

deeper work

of grace.
II. Growth in Grace
A. Not automatic

1 1
.

B.

truly want to be pleasmg to

Wesley's

means

1 enable
.

C.

us

God

of Grace
to grow more

spiritually.

Spuitual joumaling can be used to help us.
1 1
.

challenge you to use

as a

Wesley's "Great Experiment."
III. Look for the markers

along the way.

devotional

guide John
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Text: I Cor. 13; I John 4:16-18

Topic: The Greatest
Theme: Love is the

Date:

1991

September 29,

a.m.

of these is Love

essence

of holiness

Style: Revivahstic-Relational Synthesis
Introduction:

Hagar Cartoon:

"In hfe you have to take the bitter with the

sweet. What does that mean? I guess it means you have to eat the

veggies

first."
The greatest commandment. A marine

finding the words

of I Cor. 13.

"Pursue Love"
I. The

Meaning
A.

of Love

Hollywood to

B. More than

C.
II. The

Agape

vs.

an

heaven
emotion

the will

perfection of love

A. Love
B.

perfected in Us

meaning of perfection:

C. Love

to fiilfiU the purpose of..

given by the baptism

of the

Holy Spirit.

Illustration:
"

Tigranes King of Araienia was taken captive with his family by

Pompeii. The whole family was sentenced to death. Tigranes begged Pompeii
to spare to lives of his

moved that he

family and take his life

as a

sacrifice.

Pompeii

so

pardoned all. later Tigranes wife was asked what she thought

of Pompei. She said she didn't
had eyes for the

one

see

him. When asked

who offered to die for her.

why she said she only
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Text: Romans 8:1-7

Topic: Life

in the

Date: October

a.m.

Spirit

Theme: Life is short live it in the

Style:

6, 1991

Spirit

Revivalistic

Introduction:
Television commercials: "Life is short,
fulfill that theme

today.

"Be

Play Hard." Many

are

trymg to

reckless, play hard, don't thmk of the

consequences." Think of all the lives destroyed by that philosophy.
Satan has sold the world
In hfe you need

There's

a new

call for

a

bill of goods.

inspiration.

Our actions determine

morality.

a new

What is needed is

our

destmies.

a new

call to

holiness.
I. God's standard is
A.

a

standard of righteousness

Righteousness

is

right living

B. The law of God presents

C. God's law
II. We need not

can cause us

a new

to

standard but

A. The Ten Commandments
B.

They show us what

C. Jesus Christ is the
III. A

new

Spuit brings

standard for

a new

see our

a new
were

need for

not Ten

suggestions

sin is.

answer

a new

to sin

Righteousness

to live lives

God

possible

B. The

Holy Spirit cleanses

C. The

Holy Spuit helps

D. The

Holy Spirit breaks the power of sin

SHORT,

holiness.(Rom. 7)

Spirit.

A. It is

"LIFE IS

some.

pleasing to
our

our

hearts

infirmities

LIVE IT IN THE SPIRIT"

OUR ACTIONS CONTROL OUR DESTINY- CHOSE TODAY!
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Text:

Ephesians

Topic:

Paul's

3:14-19

Date: October

13, 1991

a.m.

Prayer for the church

Theme: Paul prays that

would understand and

we

experience holmess

Style: Revivalistic
Introduction:

Societies search for "self-fiilfilhnent" has led
with empty hollow

People

Christ. Paul's

experience

searching for fiilfilhnent,

are

world filled

This could be the finest hour of the church of

people.

Jesus Christ.

to a

m

fiilfillment is found in Jesus

"Have you received the

Ephesus:

Holy Spirit

since you believed?"
I. Paul's

Prayer is for the church

A. Inward

strengthening

B. The

reservou

of grace

C. The

answer to

stress and burnout

II. That Christ may dwell
A.

comer

you...

Dwell^ermanent residence

B. So many just

C.

m

give Christ

one

Spiritual fiilfilhnent comes

day a week

from

letting Jesus into

every

of our hearts.
III. Filled to the Fulhiess of God...
A. God's

overflowing presence

B. Tmckload of grace

C. Not

dying grace

The invitation is for

prayed for the

but

living grace.

right now.

church to receive.

You

can

experience the

grace that Paul
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Text: Romans 6: 12-14

Topic: "My objections

Date: October
to

a

20, 1991

a.m.

sinning religion"

Theme: There should not be

anything known as

a

"sinnmg Christian."

We do

not have to sin in this hfe.

Style:

Revivalistic
Introduction:
Old tune revivahst

objections
will

sm

"My

that teach that Christians

are some

sinners. Saved

Yes, but always sinners. What the

world needs is to

from

sermon

sinning rehgion." There

to a

always be

preachers... Uncle Buddy's

see

by

the "real"

grace

"genuine" thing.

Pure

religion,

man

saved

and made pure within.

I. The command to live

a

holy life.

A. Paul holds out the prospect that Christians

are

not to sm.

explicit commands to quit sinning

B. Rom. 6:12

C. Rom. 6:13 present

yourselves to God

II. Consecration: Man's part

A. We present ourselves
B. Present

as

those alive from the dead

C. Present

as

instruments of righteousness

III. Sanctification: God's Part
A. Law forerunner of grace
B. God's

sanctifymg work

C. God cleanses what
IV

Sinning religion:

No

we

give Him.

Way

A. Seth Rees: "salvation is
B: Are

C.

we

to continue

m

a

revolution not

Sin? "No

Bring your lives to God.

Way"

an

evolution"
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Text:

Philippians

Date: October

3: 7-12

27, 1991

a.m.

Topic: The Christians Secret of a Happy life-Holiness of heart
Theme:

Style:

Righteousness

can

be

unparted in our hves.

Relational
Hannah WhitehaU Smith: The Christians Secret of a

classic holiness

writing.

1800's. She had

an

experience

She

was a

steady

a

part of the Holiness Revivals of the

optimism of grace.

She

God and holiness. She became

Movement. She and her husband

Happy life

were

preached the centrality of faith to
a

part of the Higher Life

sanctified at

campmeeting.

a

She had

only

sure

foundation for the

higher life.

We

sing the Hymn "Higher

conviction that in Jesus Christ is the

a

Christian life.
As Christians

yearn for the

we

Ground"
I. The

meaning of Righteousness
A. Paul

an

B. Good

example

of spiritual hfe before and after Jesus.

people have spiritual

C. "But the

lives also.

things that were gain to

me

these I have counted

as

loss for Christ.
II. That I may know Hun

A. Know

means more

than

knowledge

B. The power of the resurrection

C. The
ni.

fellowship of His Sufferings

Pressing On the Upward Way
A. I press

on

to

lay hold of that for which Christ Jesus laid hold

of me.
B. United witii Jesus

Day by Day

C. Allow Him to make you

righteous not by works but by grace
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Text:

Date: November 3, 1991

Philippians 3:12-16

Topic: Pressmg

to Perfection

on

Theme: Christians

a.m.

can

experience

a

relative

perfection withm this

hfetime.

Style: Revivahstic-Relational Synthesis
Introduction:
The Close of the Wmter

Olympics

illustrates how athletes have

honed their skills for years to be able to compete in the

perfection is

a

doctrine often misunderstood. John

Olympics.

Wesley taught

Christian
it. The

Apostle Paul taught it.
I.

Pressing toward the mark
A. The

vs.

high calling of God in Jesus.

B. God is

working to produce holiness

C. Perfect but not Perfect,
II.

Forgetting the things which
A. The

14

sign of a true

B. Sins put behind

vs.

are

in

us.

12, 15

behind:

athlete.

us

C. Sins Put behind God's back
III. PERFECT HAH!

A. Not Adamic
B. Not

perfection

Angelic perfection

C. It is Christian

Perfection, Perfection of the heart.

D. One does not need to faU in sin
IV Is it

truly possible

A. Yes

by God's

Grace

B. You need to stay under God's control

C. Put

on

the fijU

by day fellowship with God.

armor

-Press

on

towards

perfection.

It's

a

day
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Appendix B:
SPIRITUAL FORMATION AND ENTIRE SANCTIFICATION
A QUESTIONNAIRE

Are you: Member
If a

member, for how long?

If a

regular attendee

Have you

briefly

Instructions: Please

Agree

to 1

for how

experienced Entire

If yes, would you
of the form.)

Guest

Regular Attendee

long?
sanctification?

state your

answer

each

strongly disagree.

experience

question

on a

Please do not

Yes

of it?

^No

(you may

use

scale of 5 to 1. 5

sign your name,

all

the back

strongly

answers are

confidential and should be anonymous.
1 Does the
.

major purpose

of the Church of the Nazarene consist of preachmg

the doctrine of entire sanctification

as a

second work of grace?

5 4 3 2 1

2. Does entke sanctification cleanse the carnal nature from the heart?
5 4 3 2 1

3. Is entire sanctification

a

work of grace?
5 4 3 2 1

4. Entfre sanctification is

a

relationship with God through the Holy Spirit.
5 4 3 2 1

5. Entfre sanctification is God's

requfrement for all Christians.
5 4 3 2 1
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6. Entire sanctification enables Christians to love

one

another.

5 4 3 2 1
7 Entire sanctification makes

better Christian.

one a

5 4 3 2 1

8. Enture sanctification is

a

"second work of grace."
5 4 3 2 1

9. Entire Sanctification is the

"baptism

of the

Holy Spirit."

5 4 3 2 1

10. Entire sanctification enables

one

to live a "sinless" life.

5 4 3 2 1

1 1 Entire sanctification is tiie
.

same as

Christian

perfection.

5 4 3 2 1

12. Entire sanctification is caused

by total consecration of one's life.

5 4 3 2 1

13. Entke sanctification

causes one

to live

a

life of holiness.

5 4 3 2 1
14. The pastor

preaches

too many times

on

Holiness

or

Entire sanctification.

5 4 3 2 1

15. The doctrine should be

preached and /or taught more often.
5 4 3 2 1
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Thank you for your assistance in this survey. This survey will be used
for Rev. Self s dissertation. Please do not sign this form. You may add any
comments on back.

Thank You
Rev. Charles Self
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Appendix

C:

SPIRITUAL FORMATION BOOKSHELF

A Testament of Devotion

The Imitation of Christ,

The Spuitual Life, bv

Confessions,
Life

m

In His

the

by Thomas Kelley

by Thomas

a

Kempis

Evelyn UnderHill

by Augustine

Spirit. By Richard Taylor

Steps, by Charles Sheldon

Five Cardinal Elements in the Doctrine of Entire Sanctification.

by Stephen

White

Turning to God,
Lord of All,

by Wilham Barclay

by D. Shelby Coriett

Holiness the Harmonizmg

Experience, by L.

The Terminology of Holiness,
The Heritage of Holiness,

Love.

T. Coriett

by J.B. Chapman

by H.

E.

Jessop

Acceptance, and Forgiveness, by Jerry Cook and Stanley C. Baldwin

God Is Enough, Hannah Whitall Smith edited

by Melvin Dieter and Mollie

Dieter
Mv Utmost for His Highest,

Celebration of Disciphne.

by Oswald Chambers

by Richard Foster

The Normal Christian Life,

by Watchman Nee

The Christian's Secret of a Happv Life,
With Christ in the School of Prayer.

Beliefs tiiat Matter Most,
Christian Purity,

by R.

by W.

by Hannah Whitall Smitii

By Andrew Murray

T. Purkiser

S. Foster

The Central Idea of Christianity,

by Jesse T. Peck

S.
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Markings, by Dag Hammarskjold
Each New Dav.

by Corrie

Ten Boom

Day bv Dav. by Billy Graham

Makmg All Things New, by Henri J. M. Nouwen
In the Name of Jesus,

by Henri

The Living Reminder,

by Henri J.

Mv Dailv Meditation,

by John Henry Jowett

Perfect Love,

by J.

J. M. Nouwen

M. Nouwen

A. Wood

Shaped bv the Word, by M.

Robert

MulhoUand,

Devotional Life in the Weslevan Tradition,
Come Ye Apart,
House

a

by

Jr.

Steve

Harper

monthly devotional printed by the Nazaren Publishing
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Appendix D

Sunday School Literature Outlines
Student Aduh: September/October/November/1991 Vol. 15 /No. 1
"How To Live the

Holy Life"

Lesson Titles

There's

Nothing Original About

Sin but Once There Was!

(September

1)
Practice Doesn't

Always Make Perfect (September 8)

Count the Cost/Discount the Cost
The Thessalonian Model for

Live

(Spetember 15)

Holy Living (September 22)

by the Spuit (September 29)

The God Who Interrupts

Disciplme

in the

(October 6)

Holy Life (October 13)

Rebels That Look

Rehgious (October 20)

May My Words Please You,
How to Love the

O God

(October 27)

Not-So-Lovely (November 3)

Warning: Temptation Ahead (November 10)
We're

Only Human (November 17)

Fellowship Beyond Friendship (November 24)

Objective for the Quarter:

To

help each member of the class

understanding of how to apply the biblical doctrine

living.

come to a

of holiness to

better

everyday
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Dialog Class:
Abraham, Ken. Positive Holiness: Enioy the Freedom
New

Jersey: Fleming H. Revell,

of Holiness.

1988.

Table of Contents:

Hope for Tomorrow
Some

Things Don't Mix

How Clean Is Clean?

What Positive Holiness is Not
How

Deep Is Your Love?

Overcoming Spiritual Impotence
Crimes of the Heart

Beauty and the

Beast

Incentives to Holiness
From Here to

Chartmg

Eternity

Your Course

Dead Men Have No

Rights

More Power to You
How Can You Be

Drury,

Holy?

Keith. Holmess For Ordinary

Press, 1983.
Table of Contents:

Sanctification Overview
It's

Everywhere

Sidetracks from Holiness

Images of Sanctification
Toward Entfre Sanctification

People. Grand Rapids:

Francis

Asbury
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What God Does
How to Be

Sanctification

m

Entirely

Sanctified

How to Know You Are Sanctified

Dialogue

on

the Sanctified Life

Holiness and

Temperament

Sanctification and

Stewardship

Sanctification and

Security

Continual
Afterword

Cleansing
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